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go across with a rush, for speed was all that
jbleness. He had brown hair, not curly, but have progressed, till to-day Convalescent Camp NAMES AND LOCATION OF TRIBES ON t h e AxCAMP SKETCHES—No Jl.
i clustering, just such hair as a mother’s fingers is idolized and praised by all who visit it. And
DROSCOGCIN.
saved us from going over the bank twenty-five or
S almon S tream T o w ns h ip , }
would be often pushing back from the forehead. here let me say, that I have been treated with
fifty feet into the river.
Jan. 29th, 18G4. S
Tne Inlian tribes on tlie river are known un
Tbe blue of the eyes shone through the dim, the utmost kindness by these officers and those der the general name of Anasaguntieooks, though
Dear Journal:—I am aware that in these times
In one of these places Alf, who sat on the land
Prom the Independent.
and— l remarked it as strange— tears stood in under their command. When at first I had but it appears that it was originally confined to those of war and excitement anything to, or descrip side, put bis foot out ready for a spring—when
them. The “ rigor mortis” yet stayed its horri one ambulance, and that drawn fo r me at residing above Lewiston Falls. At a late pe tive of the “ piping times of peace” (piping times the probabilities seemed a little in favor of our
An Incident in a Chaplain’s Experience.
ble chill, and the round limbs of early youth Washington, that l might taka a few of the riod it seemed to extend to the scattered rem
BY ItKV. JOSEPH II TW ITCIIELL,
here I assure you) will be read, if read at all, going into tlie river—and cook asked him “ if he
were still warm and yielding. The small wound feeblest discharged soldiers to that city and as nants of Indians on the river and at St, Francis
Chaplain ‘I d lleg't. Excelsior Brigade
with but little interest ; yet thinking that a por was afraid ofbeing killed.” “No,” said he, “ I
in bis smooth white side bad not bled at all, out sist them in obtaining their pay. I have had in Canada.
tion at least of your readers may like to bear of don’t care a d—n about that, but hate to have
It was Wednesday morning after the battle wardlv, but in its treacherous depths death cru eight during the past four months at my dis
It is a curious fact that the words Anasagunof Chancellorsville that I was left at a house el ly ambushed, and throttled him unawares. I posal— four furnished by Dr. Hunt, and four by tieook, Amoseoggin and Amasaconto are all de matters pertaining to camp life in the logging Foster & Spaulding lose so good a man so near
near United States Ford, on the north bank of had a faint recollection of hearing some one say the Quartermaster, Capt. Ellison ; so that I rived from the same roots and have essentially swamp, in which so many of the hardy sons of in.”
A short distance below Kerney’s there are two
the Rappahannock, in charge of some forty that he was shot by accident and not in battle, had the satisfaction of assisting all that have the sume meaning. Amasaeonfe was the name Maine pass the long, cold winters, I have thought
wounded men — half of them Confederates. The but I was not sure. Tbe very idea added a been discharged during that time.
of the tribe at Farmington, and as the carrying proper to write a few brief sketches relating trees grown together, Siamese Twins fashion,
army, drenched with cold rain, had beeu march pang. Must it be that this beantiful body go
May 30,h, 1863. iny work was systematised place by means of numerous ponds was very thereto ; and in order to begin at the beginning, called the “ Gallows.” Two trees grow some
ing by since midnight, and was now all passed to nameless dust ? Around his waist, next to and arranged as follows:
easy, it is probable that the intercourse between I will devote this letter to
three feet apart, and midway of the trees a limb
on its way to the old camps around Falmouth his skin, was one of those flannel bands, worn
1st. Distributing clothing, etc., among the the Indians on the • Androscoggin and Sandy
grows from one tree and is nicely joined with
Going I n.
The ambulances, dragging heavily through the by many soldiers for health’s sake. This one needy.
rivers was very intimate, and may thus have ren •
“ It is when the lakes are frozen o’er
the other, perhaps it grew there to hang the
And the ground all covered with snow,
mud under their moaning freight, joined by the was neatly stitched, as if a woman had raido it
2d. Procuring dainties for the sick, and fur dered in a certain sense nearly indentical.
traitor Arnold on, as he crossed the river not
We will range the wild woods over.
column at intervals
Train after train receiv and, with other things I noted, it led me to nishing gruel, beef tea, stimulants, etc.
And lumbering we’ll go.”
The Pejepscots occupied the teribory between
far
from this place.
ing its complement had gone, till not another think he had been gently reared. Probably his
3d. Accompanying discharged soldiers to Lewiston Falls and the Kennebec River. Their
Thus sung the (woods) Poet, but though the
On the opposite side of the river at the "car*one remained, and here were two-seore poor fel name was given in baptism. (God help them
asbington, and there assisting them in obtain- ; headquarters were at Brunswick where they had lakes—and rivers too for that matter—were froz
rying place rips,” Arnold mude an encampment
lows for whom there was no room. The last who carried him up the church aisle before the ing their pay, pension, etc.
ja fort near the falls. They also had a location
en hard enough, the ground was not “ covered and stopped some daj's, and many articles have
surgeon departing with the last train promised font.)'
4ib. Distributing note paper and envelopes, at Little River Falls. Their position was a
\ ith snow” when I stepped on board the cars been found there which he left—a brass kettle,
I cannot tell all my musings at the time. It and writing letters for the sick in hospital.
to hurry back, the same day if possible, a suffi
most important one. It was at the great carry
for
Skowhegan, with a carpet bag well filled
was a place of sorrow, but also a sanctuary. I
5th. Receiving and forwarding money by ing place between the Eistern and Western
cient conveyance for this remnant.
bullets, bayonets, &e., and I am informed that
A ll the wounded had just been dressed, so as could have knelt there for hours indulging my draft to the friends of soldiers
tribes. It was also the turning off place of the with articles necessary for a winter's sojourn in the initials of his name are still to be seen on a
the
woods,
among
which
pins,
needles,
yarn,
6th.
Obtaining
certificates
for
soldiers
un
grief
and
revery,
hut
the
living
called
me
from
soon as I became head of the establishment I
Indians coming down the river to Maequait.
I took the dear little fellow up in der “ charge of desertion” or when ‘ dropped Their position early brought them in contact thread, buttons, &c, made no unimportant part large stone at that place ; how many traitors to*
repaired to our single mess-kettle, and summon-1the dead
ing the sole attendant— a handy youth from my arms, and, hearing him out of doors, laid from the rolls.”
with the Whites. An English trader occupied in the outfit of a person going where he will be day are engraving theirs on more enduring tab
7th. Answering letters of inquiry to Hospi their territory below the Falls as early as deprived of the “ material aid” of the “ gentler lets.
New Hampshire—entered upon the concoction him on a stretcher.
At Kerney’s are the celebrated gold diggings.
There was a garden to the house. Once it tal Directory.
of the general dinner —not without tribulation
1624-5 and another at Little River Fulls, con portion of our sex” as Elder B. would say.
8th.
Distributing reading matter, such as sequently they were the first to be broken up
for our commissariat was slim, and I being no had been a pleasant spot, but now the shrubs
I confidently expected to meet a person on the It is a small brook where the gold was said to be
as a tribe.
Soyer, felt a little apprehensive, so to speak, of were trampled down by the multitude, and ar papers and periodicals, throughout the camp.
cars who would make the journey with me, but found, but it is rather hinted that many got
9th. Telegraphing to the friends of soldiers
tillery wheels had made havoc with the walks
poisoning the whole party.
They probably depended largely on fi.-hing
was disappointed and I afterwards understood “ sold” that a few might make money.
While deep in this business some one called and plats. The attendent and I sought out the very ill.
for their support, although they no doubt had
About six o’clock arrived at the Forks safe
that
the city Marshal of a certain city told him
10th. Furnishing meals to feeble soldiers in cornfields in Durham, Brunswick and Topsham.
out from the adjoining room where the patients most undisturbed corner of it, dug a grave,
and
Alf proceeded to “ take a glass of whiskey”
lay. I sent my lieutenant to see what was the and buried him with prayers. While filling in barracks, who were unable to eat the food pre Col. Church as late as 1699 found a barn of that he could not go till after the draft—rather
in
honor
of our safe arrival, and continued so to
an
excess
of
authority
I
should
think.
matter. He returned hastily, saying, “(hat boy the earth— may it be light above him— I recur pared for the stronger ones.
corn to a large amount at their fort in Bruns
Since J u n e l, 1863, 1 have distributed in wick. Still, they did not appear to have any
Arrived in Skowhegan late and stopped all do (when not sleeping) with slight interYalij till
wants you, sir ” I knew who he meant— a red to the death scene. What his soul’s previ
very handsome lad among the wounded, who ous experience was there had been no time to the Camp and Hospital, shirts 2401, Dr’/ 385 fixed habitation at that time below Lewiston night, and found considerable excitement, for morning.
Got breakfast early next morning and slung
had caught my eye during the night ; I also discover. That one word “yes,” in answer to pr’s, socks 950 pi’s, Hdkf’s 5931, towels 5933, Falls, unless it might have been on Sabattis the authorities had made a seizure of the liquor
noticed ho was one of those who were left, and my question, was the only evidence I had ; yet, slippers 300 pr's, note paper 11,520, sheets river
of several hotel-keepers, and a very large num my carpet-bag across my back—like Eneas sackwe had been talking about him, I stepped at. there was some hope in it and comfort. 0 , i' with envelopes, brandy 50 bottles, jollies 100
It is doubtful if any tribe in New England ber of the “ blooming youth” of the place were ng his parent from burning Troy—and in com
once towards his “shake down” in the corner' his name was in the Book of Life, it could be jars, combs 550, Bay rum 12 bottles, raspberry had greater facilities for procuring food at all summoned to appear before the Jury and tell pany with Alf, cook and Penobscot man started
vinegar 18 bottles, linen thread 5 lbs , needles seasons of the year than the Pejepscots. At
and lightly inquired, ‘What is it sonny ?”— for spared from his grave ! God grant it was.
what they knew about the matter, which seemed n the Canada road ; and here I Want to say to
“ It’s mighty rough to cover a poor fellow up and pins in quantity, mosquito net 20 pieces, certain periods, salmon, sturgeon and other fish
I anticipated one of tbe many impossible or im
to
be rather tight for them, for though they loved any of your readers of a skedadling tendency,
practicable casement that a feverish wound sug that way, and not have his folks know anything bandages 1-| bbls., crutches 42 pr’s,
swarmed the river at the Falls, where they
the
liquor, they didn't love to tell people that that Canada is a hard road to travel and I advise
I have furnished meals 628.
could easily spear them. Their hunting grounds
gests, and which are best disposed of by trying, about it,” said the attendant as we turned to go
them not to try it. We traveled together for
they
drank it.
Daring the last four mouths there have been were near. Coincou’d be ra’s :d or brought down
or pretending to try, tho imagined invention. I added within myself, * But l know where it
three miles when I had to leave them and strike
Next
morning
was
“
cold
as
Greenland”
with
discharged
from
the
(J.
S.
service
at
this
camp
is,
and
T
will
remember
thee,
boy
!”
And
so
I
the river, while in the severest weather, or time
(I once tied a soldiers feet together on that,
into
the wilderness. I succeeded in finding the
of scarcity, they could reach Maequait, a dis ft sharp wind from the north west, giving prom
principle.) No answer following my question have. The love that grew strong in an hour 1083 soldiers,
‘Tote
road” of which there' were slight indica
6
u.
s.
s.
s.
4
Delaware
that
morning
still
abides.
Lt
has
cost
me
many
tance
ol
three
miles
where
clams
were
abundant.
ise
of
an
uncomfortable
ride
froffi
Skowhegan
to
l drew nearer, leaned over aud looked at him.
23
Regulars
34
Maryland
Like the immense water power at Brunswick to the Forks in an open stage, but there was no tions among the rocks,-and travelled over a large
What I saw gave me a great start
He was in1| a heart ache since.
5
Pennsylvania
202
Virginia
52
New York
o6U
Ohio
still unimproved, it would seem as though the remedy but to face it. Beside the big driver and tract of burnt land. The view from this point
the article of death. Could it be ? Tlie wound
•2
Maine
53
Indiana
67
natives did not themselves appreciate the nat myself in the stage, was an old gentleman who was magnificent. In the south-east were Moxie,
New Hampshire
12
Michigan
in his side was considered slight ; an hour be
MISS AMY M. BR A D LEY ’S REPORT.
10
Vermont
11
Illinois
ural advantages around them though they may appeared hardly prepared to stand such a ride, Bald and Mosquito Mts. rising grandly above all
fore he had begged to be put in an ambulance ; oj her A gen eg at the Convalescent Camp in
89
19
Massachusetts
Wisconsin
1
Minnesota
Rhode Island
10
have been originally a populous tribe
indeed, the man who lay next to him said that
and a young man from above Bangor, bound for the surrounding country. In the south-west, Mt.
Connecticut
35
Dut. of Columbia 1
Virginia, near Washington.
The Rokontekos had their headquarters at
he got up and walked to tire door without help,
New Jersey
51
Moose River, who had come all the way round Bigelowf—from the top of which it is said Arnold
1083
Total
Canton P o i n t , and this may be considered the
in his eagerness to go. But now there was
I visited this interesting and well conducted
saw Quebec, and in tbe north-west Johnson and
These, through the kindness of the officers in centre (f the Indian population on the whole to log into the Penobscot waters, which are here
that in his young face which told too plainly establishment about the middle of November,
the Enchanted Mts. glistened in the clear sun
so
mixed
up
with
the
Kennebec
waters
that
it
is
that he would never walk again in this world. finding everything at the Barracks. Hospital, charge, who have urnished conveyance, I have river. They were a semi-agricultural people
shine, while a perfect stillness reigned over all,
hard
to
tell
“
t’other
from
which,”
in
fact
the
where
I
have
aecompataken
to
Washington;
The
broad
intervales
to
the
extent
of
several
He met my look. Terror showed in his eyes— and U. S. San. Com. Lodge, in “ apple pie or
and it seemed as though there was no: life with
his soul was suddenly recruited, or boy — and der." Miss Bradley, a lady from Gardiner, nied them, first to the ‘Lodge” where they de hundred acres were cleared and cultivated with Penobscot waters cross the Canada road above
their mute implorings for help contended with a Maine, gave me a great amount of interesting posited their knapsacks for safe keepiug, thence corn. From what can be gleaned of their con the Forks, and sometimes the logging roads of in this whole vast range of wilderness. It was
gathering veil, the presage of darkness.
and valuable information which I have not room to the Paymaster General’s Office, and even to dition, it is probable that they were among the the Penobscot teams cross the roads of tbe Ken a lovely sight and I stood long enjoying it, then
Profoundly moved [ knelt down and pleaded here to publish, and kindly furnished me a copy the Regimental Paymaster, when difficulties most populous of any tribe in Maine, previous nebec teams—and it seems like the man who, in trudged on through the woods and saw a tree
in the car of One who was present to help him of her unpublished Report, which I here pre arose in regard to their pay ; at other times to to 1817, when they suffered from the plague time of a great drouth had to drive his cattle “ blazed” and marked : “ Line,P. C. 1832^” which
lie gave earnest heed. Aud then I prayed and sent, as a beautiful contrast to an anonymous the Second Auditor’s and the Adjutant Gener which carried off so many Indians throughout thirteen miles and across three streams to water showed that others had traveled these woods
Finally thev returned to the New England.
after asked him if he could trust in his Redeem report, said to be from another young lady from al’s office.
—for it does seem that these streams must cross years ago. Finally arrived at a camp and hovel
No tribe of Indians was more dreaded by the
er, and he answered “ Yes ” The end was now Maine, published in one of tbe Portland papers “ Lodge” where they were paid, as the Paymas-f
where I expected to find a crew, but it was all
coming apace.
Internal hemorrhage had in September. In this report of Miss Bradley ter’s office is near. At the “Lodge” they ob whiles than tbe Rokotnekos. They would turn each other somewhere, they are so mixed up.
still ; opened the door and looked in—“dark
We
stopped
along
the
road
to
warm
up
occa
quenched his pulse, and tbe light of his eyes the citizens of Maine cannot fail to be interested. tain their meals and lodging free, and their off from the river through the northern part of
ness here and nothing more”—followed the totesionally,
and
at
Solon
took
in
two
more
passen'
pension
papers
made
out
without
cost.
waned fast. He began to choke. “ Let me sit
what is now Cumberland County and pounce
VV. II. Hadley.
Major Taylor, the Paymaster, has informed upon tho settlers of the seaport towns, killing gers, one of whom was an old acquaintance, who road half a mile further and came out into a
up ! ’ he gasped. I raised him, but that min
me that thc pay (including the bounty) of tbe and taking captive the inhabitants, or coming had with him a huge tin pan—his badge of office mowing field ofa hundred acres ! If Bunker Hill
ute broke the golden bowl. He suffocated, grew
U. S . S a n i t a r y | C o m m i s s i o n soldiers whom l have assisted has averaged each down the river in a flotilla of canoes, prowl along —for it proclaimed him cook to somebody’s crew. Monument had stood there I would not have
purple in the face, struggled, shivered ; then a Convaleseent Camp, Va., Sept. 30, 1863.
$ 100, so that l have been instrumental in col the shores, or at a later period, through the in
gush of blood from the mouth, and his comely
D r. I. H. S t e i n e r :
Ilis first salutation was “ Well captain, you been more astonished than I was to find a field
S ir: In compliance with your request, I lecting $100,090 in these four months, one fluence of the French, they would ascend the are the last man that I ever expected to see going and barn up among these rocks and mountains.
head dropped upon his breast, his body sank a
dead weight at my heart as I laid him softly present for your examination the following brief twelfth part of the money that he has paid out iver, go to Canada, join tbe French and again into the woods.” (he was a private in Co. B I afterwards understood, what I guessed at, at
I have also received from soldiers, and for escend to the sea coast to annihilate, if possible,
down. “Poor little fellow !” feelingly ejacula report of my labors in this camp since its organ
and always put on the handle.)* The other was the time, that this farm was cleared to raise hay
warded for them to their friends, the sum o the English settlements. They embraced tbe
ted a big Confederate sergeant who lay near, ization.
a genuine specimen of a Maine back-woods man, for lumbering purposes. I immediately took
On the 5th of December, 1862, if I mistake $1978,59. This I have done without expense Indians up and do.vn the Androscoggin river
breaking the silence, for all the room bad been
about six feet, four, in height, brawny and mus back tracks, and after travelling about three miles
from Lewiston Falls to its source.
not., the first squad of soldiers was sent from the to the soldiers.
hushed while the soul was pass ng.
further in another road, found the camp and
Hoping this Report, giving a general idea of
Our knowledge of the condition of the Indians cular, but stooping slightly, a habit perhaps ac pushed the door open, and what I saw, I will tell
In field hospitals, for many good reasons, we “ Old Convalescent Camp” near Fort Ellsworth
do not wait long after death for burial. Prepa to this place, to prepare the grounds fora “New mv labors here during the past nine months, about Rokomeko is very limited. They had quired from stooping for many winters in camps in less space (I hope, and you hope too, I guess,)
rations quickly made. A blanket, a spade, a Camp.” It was at that time I asked to be sent will meet with your approval, I remain very cornfields near Rumford Falls and at Rumford built for ordinary sized people, or perhaps from
J uniper.
Point.
stooping to talk to short people, as we sometimes in my next.
scrap of board for the IJic J acet are the simple here as Agent for tho Commission, hoping to be respectfully yours,
A
m
y
M
B
r
a
d
l
e
y
,
Ag’t.
U.
S.
S.
C.
It
is
not
known
whether
there
was
ever
a
dis
see our intellectual giants stooping in their con
requirements'
There are no friends to be able to assist in preventing some of the evils of
t Juniper is slightly mistaken about Arnold’s seeing
tinct tribe at Lewiston Falls. Some of the versation to adapt it to the comprehension of or Quebec from Mt. Uifielow. ’Tis said that Major or Dr.
called. In this ease as wa expected to leave the old camp from stealing into the new one
Ponnacook Indians fled from their tribe in New dinary people. Cook called him “ Alf” to which Bigelow, (who was in Arnold’s expedition, and for
the place before dark, there was cause for more Lt was decided that I should come. Cpl B el
From the Lewiston Journal.
Hampshire through fear of the Mohawks and he answered readily, especially when asked to whom the Mountain was named,) thought he might
knap was fhen in command, and Dr. Josiah
haste than usual.
The Indians of the Androscoggin.
see Quebec from its top, and ascended it for the pur
built a fort there about tlie year 1680. So that
I found a clean piece of pine from the side Curtis, Snrgeon-in-Churge.
drink, and his frequent potations reminded me pose. As Quebec is several hundred miles from there,
this
place
constituted
a
sort
of
garrison
for
the
When
1
arrived,
Wednesday
Dec.
14th
1862,
of a cracker box whereupon to write the name
BY N. T. TRUE, M. D.
it is hardly necessary to say that “ he did n’t see it.”
protection of their families while the men were o f“ Doesticks on a bender.” At Bingham bis
and date. “ Who was the boy ?” I asked, tak there were reported present about one thousand
Er>. J our.
CHAPTER I II .
Jfirst
care
was
to
get
some
whiskey,
then
must
away from homo. The excellent facilities for
ing out a pencil
None replied. “ What, did soldiers, Pennsylvanians, and two Surgeons
fishing at tht. Falls must have always attracted nave some more just before eating, then a glass
none of you know him?” I repeated. No, all There were several men very sick, yet no pre
G ood A d v i c e .
Old “ Major Jack Downing’
INDIAN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
to wash bis dinner down, then when ready to has turned up again. In a recent letter to the
the ludians to that place,
bis acquaintances bad gone on with the ambu parations had been made for a Hospital, and they
Sagadahoc.
The name of the Kennebec t At Bethel about two and a half miles above start, like Doesticks “ thought be would take a New York Day Boik he makes the following
lances. No wonder be wanted to go too, boy were lying in quarters on the floors
he village there was undoubtedly a small tribe, glass of whiskey,” which lasted till he got to the allusions to the late defeats of the “DimmycratMy first work was, making arrangements for from Merry meeting Bay to its mouth.
(that he was ! And I kneeled down beside the
Sabino. Atkin’s Bay.
possibly a branch of the Rokomekos, as they next stopping place, and while we gathered round ic party,” which it would be well to lay to heart:
body again to search it, not doubting that some a Hospital near my office, and distributing
Erascohegan. Parker’s Island.
were said to have carried their dead to Rokome- the huge open fireplace lie “ thought he would
thing about his person would reveal his name. clothing among several hundred ofdestitute so l
“ Things are now jest as bad as they kin be
Quabacook. Merrymeeting Bay.
ko for burial. They had left the place long be take a glass of whiskey,” and when ready to and that is what encourages me. I shall never
There was his knife, comb, thread and needle- diers :—
20
223
Blankets
Shir's
Acquehadongonook. Chop’s Point.
fore the town was settled, as quite large trees
case, purse, and other pocket furnituro a sol
181
221
Handkerchiefs
start had to have another to keep from getting forget Hezikiah Stebbins, who lived away up
Drawers
Merriconeag. Harpswell.
had grown up in their cornfields. Abouttwenty
66 prs,
202
Mittens
in the upper part of Penobscot. One winter it
Socks
dier’s own. I scrutinized each article, through
cold.
30
Quilts
131
Towels
Maquait.
cellars for the storage of corn, a dozen or more
snd through, and his clothing as well ; but
had been awful cold weather, and ’Kiah had bad
After leaving Bingham the country becomes
Ogiochee. Mt. Washington.
gun barrels, kettles, hoes, and other implements
The officer in command furnished two large
strange. I could not find it. I even examined
wonderful bad luck, and towards spring it seemed
very
rough
indeed.
One
mountain
northwest
Chickwolnepy River, a branch of the Andros were found by the first settlers indicating that
his stockings—might be they were from home, Hospital tents, which I had floured, and made
to get worse instead of better. He had lost his
from Bingham, in particular attracted my atten horse and his cow. and his chickens, and all his
they had left in a hurried manner.
and marked. Finally l pulled his cap out from comfortable for the sick by drawing from tbe coggin.
Ammonoosuc, do.
tion. I have often stood on the high land be pigs but one. Finally that died, and the next
tbe rubbish that had served for a pillow, the Commission all necessary articles. This Hos
Pontocook Falls in Dummer, N. II.
usual badge of corps and division was not upon pital I kept until the first of April, 1863, when
A Q ue s t io n i n E n g i n e e r i n g . A young tween Somerset Mills and Fairfield Cors. andlooked day I happened to go up to his house to see how
Pzaske. Muddy River.
it. This completed the mystery. There lay a the Hospital Buildings were completed. Dur
man recently presented himself for examination at this mountain and wondered what mountain it he was getting along. I found tho old man
Namaskeag, near Humphrey’s Mill in Briftis- as Assistant Engineer in the navy. Among was and where situated. It has two long white happy as a lark. He was singin’ and shoutin’
dead soldier. Nothing more could be known or ing that time on« hundred and twenty-three dif
said of him. The secret mocked me. I rebelled ferent soldiers were admitted—furnished with wick, called Little Skeag.
other questions, tho following was asked him stripes nearly from top to bottom, caused by as if nothing had happened. When I went in,
Terrimugus, a cove in Topshara.
against it, and /el t like demanding that it be clean clothes— had careful nursing, and the best
Suppose you had built an engine yourself, per slides—had they been on Mont Blanc they would sez I , ‘’Kiah, what on airth is the matter?”
Acquessuc. Rangely Lake.
discovered. A hard bitter sense of loss—both diet possible, such as gruel, chickens, oysters,
formed every part of the work without assist have been avalanches. This is the Moxie moun ‘Oh,’ sez he, ‘the last pig is dead,’ and he went
his and mine came over me. How sweet and toast, brandy, wines, jellies, etc. Joseph G.
ance, and knew that it was in complete order
LOCATrON OF TRIBES.
tain, and I am told that cn the highest point of to jumpin’ and clappin’ his bands as if he wa#
dear tbe interest of identity then appeared ! Gray, aged 18 years, of the 109th Pa. Vols.,
but when put into a vessel the pump would not
the happiest man in the universe. Sez I, ‘Wh*t
The Algonquin^, one of the eight great fami draw water, what would you do? The young this mountain there is a considerable pond con possesses you to act so?’ ‘Wal,’ sez he, ‘things
Death reigned in the still corpse, exulted in was my first patient.
taining
fish.
triumph greater than ordinary. Nature, edu
On the 27th of December, 1863, tbe entire lies of North American Indians, called them man promptly replied, “I should go to the side
can't be no wus. The last pig is dead ! Any
In many places between Bingham and the thing that happens now must be for the better.’
cation, yea, the poor rights of the dead, cried camp was moved from the old ground. By that selves Leni Lenapes, which signified original of the vessel and ascertain if there was any water
Forks the roads are quite dangerous in the fall, And jest so it was with the Dimmycratic party.
out against this concealment. “Who are you morning’s report I find the number in camp to men. They were also called Abenakis, or men in the river?”
of tbe Eist. A more poetical definition has
boy, any how?’’ I murmured half unconscious, be 7 4 7 0 .
for the land rises very abruptly from the river Anything that now happens to it must be for
Guess they let him pass :
yet so earnest that a superstitious thrill ran
The Barracks were not then built; so the been given. Abnaki, “The place where sky is
and to a great height, and the road is dug into the better. And I mu?t confess (hat I feel a
through me lest the dumb lips should move. A. sick were collected in hospital tents, and trans white,” or “ where our ancients arose.” The
Last week the loyal farmers in the vi the side of these hills, and these “dug ways” as good deal like ’Kiah. I don’t feel at all like
few minutes before they would have told. I re ferred to the General Hospital in Washington Abenakis were also called Tarratines by the En
they are called are only wide enough for one gettin’ down and cryin’ like a sick baby over
newed the search with the feeling that I must and Alexandria every third day. Tne number glish. This name was, however, usually re cinity of Battle Creek, Michigan, drew several
team with no rail, and the bank nearly perpen spilt milk, because we’ve been whipped in the
hundred
dollars’
worth
of
wood
to
the
“
war
eucoeed, but gave it up at last in despair.
received in Hospital up to Jan. 20th, 1863, stricted to certain tribes inhabiting Maine.
lute eleeshins. That ain’t the way old General
Then, I do not know exactly why— I sup was 840—transferred to General Hospital 727
The tribes of New England were settled on widows” of that town. The ladies, desirous of dicular, and the outer edge of the read almost Hickory Jackson (aught me Dimmocracy.”
acknowledging
the
patriotic
act
of
the
farmers,
invariably
the
lowest,
so
that
as
far
as
safety
is
pose it was reaction or the law of equilibrium — leaving 113. Ten of these died, the remain the principal rivers. On tbe Connecticut were
[Boston Courier.
and compensation asserting itself— my bosom der were discharged from service ;— 79 of the the Mohegans. Those oa the sources of the prepared for them an excellent dinner, and waited concerned I would rather be steamboating on the
filled with the tenderest emotion towards the 840 were cared for in my little hospital. At Connecticut river were called Nipmues, or upon them at tbe table. The farmers there Mississippi with a racing, drunken captain and
iggr Fourteen years ago the first railroad train
ran out of Chicago. Now there are 90 trains
lifeless clay. I pitied the lad before, but now the same time I distributed clothing among the Fresh Water Indians. On the Merrimao were upon made a contribution of wheat two bushels no engineer, than ride by this conveyance.
the Pennacooks. On the Saco were the Soko- each, which a miller ground without charge,
strong, yearning Jove, as of a brother, and the needy.
There was no snow, but all along through these leaving daily. N u m b e r of cars, 1,495.
It was about the 17th of January, 1863, that kis, of whom the Pequakets at Fryeburg were a with the addition of twenty-five pounds of flour. dug ways were springs gushing from the sides of
growth of years sprang up in an instant. It
“Never put off till to-morrow what you can
was well nigh uncontrollable. I could have Lt. Col. Samuel McKelvey and Dr. Sanford E- branch. On the Androscoggin were the Anasthe mountains and the water ran across the road
wept aloud. In truth, he was passing lovely to Hunt arrived ; the one to take command, and agunticooks, of which tribe were the Rokotnekos
ICV A German statistical writer remarks that leaving a bed of ice highest on the inside, which do to-day, my child.
“ Well, then, Ma, let me eat tbe big mince
look upon. I do not think he was more than the other, at first, to preside at the “Examining at Canton Point and tbe Pejep3cots, or Tarra the invention of the sewing machine has enabled in some places would continue for several rods,
pie that is in the eafo.”
seventeen years old. IJis face was fair as a Board,” but who soon was appointed Surgeon- tines, as they were often called, on tbe Penob one woman to sew as much as a hundred could
scot, the Wawenocks, on the St. Georges, Sheep- sew by band a century ago, but, he continues, then the driver would “ put the string on” and
girl's, and its features were clothed with that inrCharge.
high, unearthly calm—is it the absence of hu
It
then that order began to rise out of scot and Pemaquid Rivers, the Passarnaquod- one woman now demands as much clothing as a
Ought a pair of trowsers wbieh have been ob
*Our correspondent, we will state, is Captain of one
man pasiioo ?— which always settles upon the confusion. Under their judicious management dies on the St Croix, the Marchites on the St. hundred did a century ago—so that the situation
tained on credit to be legally regarded as breeob,
of the companies of Maine’s bold enrolled Militia.
dead countepaco, and lends to it a peculiar no- improvements were made. Step by step they John and the Micmacs in Nova Sootia,
I is notsp much changed after all.
of trust ?
Jk>. J ournal .

T H E G A R D IN E R

ISP The 30th Maine regiment left Augusta for
The Rockland Free Press says that a corres
T h e W av to D o I t . Gen. Butler, after try we cannot say much, but like the children of
I want lo say one word. When Ifim went
Portland, at half past ten on Sunday, arriving in ing in vain to negotiate the exchange of our pris Ephesus, they are attached to their Gods, and pondent writes to that paper that "James II. o Washington «iU> m , regimenf, as B0 passe(J
Trofethen
of
Monhegan,
caught,
the
last
sea
Portland at half past one. They left Portland in oners at Richmond, sent a party to release them. cry "great is whiskey.” What shall we say of
from
\\ashinglon out into the country in n terthe steamer Merrimac, for New ’Orleans, about It got within 12 miles of Richmond, and would slavery? Its ravages, ify cu would turn from son, w;tb his own hands, four hundred quintals ritic storm, and the men were unused to all tho
nine o c'ock on Monday. The Portland Press perhaps have succeeded iu their purpose had not them, you must flee Virginia. On every thing of fish.” There seems to be n.o danger of starv privations of camp life, there met me one of
GARDINER, MAINE,..,.FEB. 11, 1864.
ing in Maine, if one pair of hands can draw your generous sons from Rangor. He brought
says of the regiment:
a Yankee deserter betrayed them. A large part about you, you see its impress from the F. F. W. $1200 or $1500 out of the sea in a year.
forward what was necessary for us. He gave
On arriving at the depotin this city they dis of the force sent was negroes. Wouldn’t it have to the stolid, lousy mule. There is one direction
Aokmts of the Garbiser II omeJ oI’rxai . is Bostox.—Msssr*
us shelter, and clothing, and foocf He afterS. M. Pettengilids Co., 6 StaU St.; and S. K. Niles, No. 1 ScqI- embarked from thc cars, and the line ivas formed
been a good joke if those darkies had succeeded thank God in which you can look, that it does
tay’s Building, Court Street.
wards^ became Gen. Jameson. Fur quite a
Gen. Howard at the Capitol,
Agksts ts NkW York.-~S. M. Pettengill & Co.,3T Park Row on Chesnut street. The regiment then marched in releasing our brave soldiers'? Gen. Butler will not meet your gaze, and that is the clear blue
to
the
steamer
Merrimac,
lying
at
Galt’s
wharf,
and Mather & Co., 335 Broadway.
longtime we were intimately associated, and I
W
e
stated
last
week
that
Maine’s
own
favorite
sky above yon.
on board of which they embarked. They were keep the rebs awake, if no more.
found him ever a polished gentleman and a
accompanied by their own fine Baud, which dis
First families of Virginia !—a misnomer, for G e n . H o w a r d had passed through our city on thorough soldier.
Our Quota--Howr shall it be Filled?
coursed excellent music. There were no noisy
We copy from the Ken
R eturned . John Crowell and I. W. Holbrook, in yielding them the boon, you simply award his way to Augusta.
There is another one. On the battlefield of
Under this head we find the following remarks demonstrations of applause during their march,
of
Co.
B.
16th
Maine
regiment,
are
at
home
on
nebec
Journal
tbe
following
account of his visit Chancellorsville, when it was my misfortune to
New
England
decency.
If
you
would
see
slavery
but
handkerchiefs
and
hats
were
waved
to
the
in the Portland Press. As they express our sen
short furloughs. Mr. Crowell was in the battle bearing its ripened fruit, go to Norfolk, Va. and reception by tho Legislature. Gen. How have troops that were discon f ted in the battle
gallant soldiers.
timents, and are nearly as good as we could
The appearance of the officers and men was of Fredericksburg, but escaped unhurt, having Tha t State wisely seeing that in the traffic and rear ard on being invited to address that body spoke and while re-forming my lines, there met me a
write ourselves, and as it will doubtless please very fine. They were all eager to be off to the
cheerful, glad heart— always cheerful and glad
however, a bullet hole through his coat collar as ing of slaves for. the shambles, there would be a as follow s:
the editors of that paper to see that we take so field. Their deportment at Augusta has been
to render mo service. At that time in particu
a
mark
of
the
rebels’
compliments.
lie
stood
be
refuse
class
of
merchandise
engendered,
possess
much notice of them, we copy their article in commended hy citizens of that place, and it is
lar, I remember he stepped forth, and I never
Gentlemen
o
f
the
Legislature
in
Convention.
spoken of as being the most civil regiment ever side Mr. Heath when he was shot, and helped ing no market value, and hence an incubus, provid
stead of rehashing it and stealing it, as most pa quartered in that city.
saw him lock more noble, never saw him when
It
was
my
privilege,
one
year
ago,
to
make
carry him from the field. This is his first leave ed by Statute, that they should be allowed the
pers would. For this act of sublime honesty, we
some remarks here, at a time when we were a lie seemed more generous. In that action tbe
They are armed with the latest style of Spring- of absence.
liberty to live. That class now assumes the dig
field rifles, and each man has furnished himself,
little more gloomy than now ; after tho battle next day, he was killed, and I saw him no more.
hope the Press will feel duly grateful:
nity
of a "Contraband” article and are congre of Fredericksburg. We descended a little lower Wo went out as Colonels of the 2d, 3d and 4tb
Maine has thus far met every demand of the at his own expense, with Short’s patent knap
ESF“R. Ii. Littlefield, a well known millwright gated in great numbers in and about Norfolk.
in gloom after another repulse, but since then ilainc Regiments, and we were promoted to lhe
President upon her, promptly and cheerfully. sack. Each man pays ten cents monthly for the
of
this city, has removed to Augusta, and has ac The poor whites too, as they bring their best
support
of
the
Band,
during
their
enlistment.
She not only has sent forward the number of men
has occurred the battle of Gettysburg, of Look position of General officers. These two have
This Regiment has allotted more extensively, cepted a situation as agent of the water power fruits to market in their best teams, only pro
called for, but men mainly, who would each not
out Mountain, of Chattanooga ; and on mj7 wav done their duty in life and given themselves a
only count a man, but do a man’s work in any and to a greater amount than any other one that company of that place. Mr. L. has long been voke Anathemas for the stupendous curse.
from Chattanooga to this place, passing through sacrifice to their country at their country’s call.
has
gone
from
the
State.
The
members
of
the
position in which they have been called upon to
one
of
our
most
enterprising
business
men,
and
Nashville,
Louisvillo, Cincinnati, Philadelphia) I remain but I wish to call up their names be
It
v,as
a
theory
advanced
by
Theodore
Parker
act. Maine has no cause to be ashamed of the Regiment have already transmitted $75,000 of
fore you to-day that they may be remembered
men she has sent into the field. Her Howard, their pay and bounty to their families and friends. we are sorry to lose him. W e hope, however, I believe, that a man, or race of men, could by a and New York, and many other intermediate
with
their' families, that when you look upon
In
Co.
I,
Capt.
Frank
L.
Jones,
70
of
the
mem
places,
I
did
not
hear
from
the
mouth
of
one
that
a
little
infusion
of
our
honest
and
enterpris
Berry, Jameson, Shepley, Doughty, Nickerson,
series of privations and oppressions, be so stunted
Dow and others we might mention, have stood bers have allotted about $900 of their monthly ing busines men may have a favorable effect on and dwarfed in mental capacity, that he would single individual a single disloycl sentiment. mo as the representative of the soldiers of xMaine,
alongside the bravest of the brave in the hour of pay for the support of their families. The allot our sister city.
(Applause ) There is no necessity, then, of say- you may also think of these soldiers who started
finally lose the power of language, and would;
danger. The achievements of the immortal sixth ment of the entire^ Regiment amounts to over
,
,
, .
i . i mg anything of encouragement to the people of in this work with me.
$80,000
per
year.
I never adopted that tneory. but! .J 5. J ,-r0
° ,
rn,
r. r. . ,
only "peep
Maine at Rappahannock Station, are fresh in the
The General retired and the Convention dis
, r
,
, „
Maine. You are encouraged. I he work which
E^*Our old friend Weston, of the Sonoma
Col. Fessenden has won the respect and esteem
recollection of all, and will be ever memorable
am more inclined now to do so than ever before, j we have been doing is common work, in which solved.
in the annals of the history of this rebellion. of his men hy his courteous and officer-like de Co. (Cal ) Journal, acknowledges a Christmas having seen as I have, the rigid workings of the:
The House was called to order but immedi
we all have a common interest. I find that
With few exceptions the men from Maine, offi meanor towards them. IJo possesses, to a re present of a box o f strawberries, hut confesses that
ately
adjourned on motion of Mr. Lynch of
markable
degree,
the
prime
requisites
to
com
"Institution”
on
the
whites,
and
especially
on
•
cvery
legislator
of
this
Stale
is
as
earnest
arid
incers and privates, have discharged every duty re
mand. Lieut. Col. Hubbard and Major Whit "turkeys roosted too high on that occasion” for the poor blacks that congregate at early morn ; terested in the work of maintaining the integ- Portland.
quired of them, faithfully and manfully.
The President now7 wants a few more of the man are well known among tho soldiers as first him to have one for dinner. Well, we had the to receive their rations from tho Commissary, rity of our union as any officer in the army.
same sort. Shall he have them 1 The call for rate officers, and the staff officers are men who turkeys, but we don’t expect to get strawberries They know enough and apparently just enough ; Wo have a natural interest, and it gives me
W h a t M a in e h a s D one
The Adj. Gen.
our proportion of 300,000, has bee.i fully met have been tried in the furnace.
for four or five months yet. California will beat
to make their simple wants known ; but their great pleasure to meet you and with you consider has furnished the Legislature with the number
without resort to a draft; shall not the balance
us on strawberries and bis stories.
how we stand, and to take courage for what we of men mustered into the United States’ servico
kind-heartedness shines in their ebony faces.
be raised in the same way ? The inducements to
C ity C ouncil . The City Council convened on
I am glad to see that the Gov from the several cities and towns in this State
enlist are very different from what they were Monday evening. His Honor, Mayor Nash,
I was looking at a group of these "despised” hive yet to do
The Skowhegan people must be very lib
ernment is ready for any emergency— that the under the several calls, from which we learn
when the first regiments were called for. The
sons who were warming their feet by an open fire on
nation maintains itself, not weakly, but with that Maine has furnished to the army 40,149
bounties are now such as furnish a basis of per laid before them an address in which, after stat eral, as friend Littlefield of the Clarion fares
manent independence if the person enlisting re ing that he had been officially informed that a sumptuously every day from oysters and similar the wharf, (for a negro wants to warm his feet strength. I am glad to see that everything men, (and at least 10,000 more to the navy)
if the mercury stands at ninety) when one of them looks so hopeful. I am glad to see that the war
turns, and if he should not return, his family or call had been made by the President for 200,000
744 of them under call of April 15, 1861, for
those dependent on him, are provided for to some more troops, ho recommended that a loan for luxuries dropped into his porringer. lie runs perceiving me, stepped forward and with grace is drawing to a close. I am glad to see that the
three months, 16,608 for two and three years,
great danger of becoming obese from such high
considerable extent by bounties, pensions, &e.
becoming a Prince bade me "good morning. I flag of our nation— that flag that is our true under call of May 4, 1861, and 7,460 under
Then again, the more there are called out the $12,000 be made, to pay a bounty of $300 to feeding. Remember, Moses, that Bryon says—
easier it will be for each man. The great and each volunteer on the quota of Gardiner, which "oysters, too, are amatory food” and be careful raised my hat but coull mike but a poor return emblem— the flag that we love — is already call of May 25, ’62, for three years, 7,028 un
floating in every State, and I believe that before der call of Aug. 4. ’62 for 9 months, 2,344 by
for such a greeting.
continuous mistake in carrying on the war, has will be 40 or 41. He also recommends that a
been in not having men enough at every point of joint Committee of the Aldermen and Councilmen, how you indulge in such high living.
They are naturally musical—the wild and the end of this year (1864) it will be acknowl draft, and 5,765 under tho call of October.
attack or defence to meet the emergency. That
plaintive airs blended with the melodious and edged by al1 the Governments thereof as the This does not include re-enlistments now going
mistake has been clearly seen and is now pro with such citizens as they may add, be appointed
O^R. G. Buck of this city has enlisted and
touching, were captivating to our untutored ears. representative of the Government, the true Gov on in tbe field.
to assist in recruiting.
vided for.
goes into the 29th Maine Band. He went on the
ernment, the Government of the United States, —
WBP1,
The enemy is already driven to desperation.
An order was passed in accordance with the quota of Gardiner, though at the time he enlisted One negro especially attracted our attention by and that tho Confederate Government will not
Resources of every description are failing them.
^gestion of the Mayor, authorizing the City its quota was full, and consequently was paying liis constant singing. Our interest in him was be. (Applause.)
Now is the time to strike, at every point, the de
Progress of tljc illav.
Treasurer
to borrow $12,000 for 90 days, to pay no bounty, and he might have gone on some other noticed by a darkey near by, who came sidling
But yet, if wo fail of it in that time, if Prov
cisive blow that shall crush the rebellion and re
up
to
us,
and
with
a
significant
nod
of
the
head
idence in its workings will uot have accomplished
store the government to peace and harmony. a bounty in anticipation, and in lieu of the boun town that paid a bigbounty,
said, "dar’a music in dat nigger.” As the god tho revolution in that time, still I must urge
From RichmondHowever much we may have been mistaken here ty which will be paid by the State.
J.
W.
McDonald
goes
out
as
leader
of
the
Me.
tofore in regard to the resources of the South,
dess of war in full armor leaped from tbe cleaved you mv friends, you my compatriots to main
The
Richmond
Examiner says several thou
Aldermen
Berry
and
Webb,
and
Councilmen
17th Band, but does not enlist, we believe.
every one must see that each succeeding month
head of Jupiter, so music would come out of him tain that same spirit that I pLad for one year sand Yankee prisoners are about to be sent to
the cord has been drawn closer around the rebel Parsons, Davis and Andrews were appointed a
ago, and that is, constanci/, constancy, never Georgia. 900 of the 7000 in Richmond wero
S2T We invite tho attention of our readers to in sweetest strains the moment he opened his
lious states, and their facilities for getting sup recruiting Committee, with instructions to ap
leaver. I have confidence now that New En in the hospital on tho 26th ult.
mouth.
They
know
no
rules
of
music,
neither
plies have been steadily growing less and their point a Committee of citizens of not less than six the advertisement of T. G. Harris & Co , Bath,
gland which has taken hold of this work of put
The Petersburg Express says it will soon be
currency constantly depreciating.
do
they
commit
to
memory
any
songs
or
hymns
;
who keep on hand ono of tha largest assortments
ting down this infernal rebellion, will continue impossible for a vessel to go iu or out of Wil
The business of the hour in each of the loyal to assist them.
Final action was also taken on establishing a of nuts, raisons, fruits &c., to be found in this they do their own composing.
states is to furnish the President the number of
it in the strength and constancy which wo all mington.
I have dwelt too long on the negro, but must
men he has called for. That the call is made street from Brunswick street, near Josiuh Maxcy’s State. They now have a good stock of all kinds
know is necessary, until it is done. (Applause.)
Blockade Runner Destroyed.
with the full understanding of the wants of our over to Cemetery street.
of the above articles which they sell at the low say one word or so of the climate and natural A^id the men of Maine have their part to per
army, nobody can deny. Let the call be met as
W ashington, Feb. 7.
An amendment to the ordnance which consoli est prices, at wholesale. We vouch for their advantages of that State. In my judgment it form, and I congratulate you this morning upon
becomes true loyal citizens. Let it be met in the
The following despatch was received at thc
has not its equal in the Union. I speak of its having sent forth such noble representatives
character
as
honest,
fair
and
reliable
dealers.
dated
the
schools,
was
also
sent
up
from
tbe
same spirit in which it is made—in the same
agricultural advantages. Of its soil, abler and The regiments from Maine have done well well ; Navy Department this morning :
spirit and unflinching determination in which all Common Council, reducing the number of the
U. S. F l a g s h i p M i n n e s o t a , )
the calls of the State have heretofore been met. Superintending School Committee from 6 to 3
S mall F ish —B ig F is h in g . Wm. Hutchins in better heads than mine have pronounced it good. they have shown of what blood they are, and
Off
Newport
News, Feb Gih.
j
Let the men be raised, if possible without resort
they
will
continue
to
do
well.
(Applause
)
Its
climate
cannot
be
excelled
except
by
the
Ta
forms us that, on Monday last, lie caught 153
to a draft. It can be done if tlie right measures It was laid on the table by the Aldermen.
It is with me a cherished conviction that our To Hon. G. Welles, Secretary o f the Navy :
ble
Linds
of
Mexico.
dozen
smelts
at
one
tide.
lie
us:d
four
lineswith
An order sent up by the Common Council,
are proposed in the Legislature and vigorously
The supply steamer Newbern has arrived.
So located that she is within a few hours sail difficulties are prolonged, because of our want
■carried out. The balance to be raised in this appropriating $500 to be placed in the hands of two hooks on each. We used to smelt some in
The Sassacus, Lieut. Commander Roe, and tho
of
acknowledgement
of
the
help
that
cometh
State, deducting those who have volunteered and the Committee to pay recruiting expenses, was lang syne, but this knocks anything we eve of four of the best markets on this Continent.
from above It is because we are so wealthy, Florida, Commander Crosby, have destroyed
are-eniisted, will be about 4000. Let them be en
heard of. At the price smelts now bring, it is Before the gardeners of \Yest Cambridge or Long so prosperous, so strong, because we have so the new and fast blockade runner Wild Dari el,
tabled
by
the
Aldermen.
rolled before the "ides of March.”
Island can perfect a bloom, the Virginia farmer many men, so many arms and so much money, near New Topsail Inlet, where she had got
a good day’s work.
can
send vegetables to their market.
A rrest of t b e M urderer of Y oung C onvf.rse .
that we look at these things and get our confi ashore and discharged most of her carrro.
Rally Again!
She now sleeps, not the sleep of death—simply dence fixed in these things, and we forget to look
(Signed)
S P .L yw,
L ivermore F alls . We are informed that the
Edward W . Green, Postmaster of Malden, was
It will be seen by reference to the doings of the
Acting Rear Admiral and Corn’dr N. C. B. S.
arrested on Saturday for the murder of Frank parties who have been negotiating for tlie pur resting, for hers has been a severe task. The to God.
City Council that Mayor Nash is determined that
Now it gives great pleasure to mo to meet
Various Items.
Converse, the Cashier of the Malden Bank. He chase of the water-power at this place, have con oldest State in the Federal Union, yet her re
<jur quota shall be filled by volunteers, and that he
N e w Y o r k , Feb. 7.
made a full confession of his guilt, and disclosed cluded a bargain, aud that a manufactory of shoe- sources are in their infancy. I regard it as the the men of Maine, to be able to look them in)
the face through their representatives here as
has an able committee to second him. Wc trust
The Mercury asserts that Sherman’s expediwhere the balance of the stolen money could be pegs on quite a large scale will immediately be fairest heritage of New England, fur she will jet
that this is tbe last call that will ever be made en
people it. They of Virginia see it and snuff it in sembled, and to say as their representatives in tion comprises the 16th and ITtli corps, with
commenced.
found.
our city, and we hope to see it promptly met. Al
every
Eastern wind. The tickle of the Yankee’s the field, that I hope and trust that a good 15,000 negro troops from Port Hudson, and
Green is a man of 27 years of age, with an
ready several have enlisted and we doubt not that
(^C ounterfeit 50 cent postal currency is in hoe shall provoke a smile from that beautiful do strong voice will go forth from Maine ; that God Montgomery or Mobile. The combined fore©
amiable, talented, and beautiful young wife, and
helping us, we will preserve the Government of will reach 70,000 men.
ere the 10th of March, Gardiner will again have
circulation. Look out for them. It is a poor main that shall bless mankind.
a child a few months old. Ilis character hitherto
the United States for the benefit of the world.
The same paper states that Gen. Halleck
her quota filled with good men. Let every one
counterfeit, but if one is not thinking of them,
Of the revolution in sentiment in Baltimore, I (Applause.)
has been above suspicion. ’Tis said the agony of
wiil
re.-ign on the passage by the Senate of the
look well to himself, and see if he does not feel
he is likely to be deceived.
must say a word, for it is truly refreshing. No
Mr. Barker of Stetson, was invited to recite bill to make Gen. Grant Lieutenant General.
his wife, when she learned the fact of his guilt,
it his duty and interest to respond to the call of
man
however
mole-eyed
he
may
be,
can
have
a poem entitled "The man with the emptv
was perfectly heartrending; but that he seemed
It also says there will be no postponement of
L evee at D resden . The ladies of St. John’s failed to notice as he traveled in the country, Sleeve.”
his country. We do not feel like pointing out
the draft after the 10th of March.
cool and unconcerned at the time of his arrest A
church, Dresden, will hold a fair for the sale of crows posted hero and there on leafless trees and
the way of duty to others, for we feel that our
Mr. Barker said it will be remembered Mr.
and afterward.
useful and fancy articles at the hall of P. F. limbless stubs, keeping sentry while their com President that at thc commencement of this From North Carolina—Capture of Gen Scammon .
citizens have hitherto generously and nobly re
lie confesses that he had for some time con
C i n c i n n a t i , Feb. 6.
Iloudlette, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 16, 1864 panions were feasting on some concealed carcass struggle, when for a period of six months or
sponded, and each man knows best whether it is
templated the deed, and went to the Bank twice
By an arrival*from Kanawha, we now learn
more,
a
series
of
sickening
disasters
attending
his duty tc go or not, and we trust that every
below. So eighteen months ago, in Baltimore,
for the purpose before he accomplished it. lie
our armies led almost to the breaking of the tbe particulars of thc capture of Gen, Scammon
one will go who can see the way clear to do so
D r . S teph en W hitmor e , of this city , has been you would see one man here perched high on the
shot Converse at about half past eleven, placing
Nation’s heart. We began to doubt Ged.— and his staff and the burning of the steamer
Parents, who have sons willing to go, should not
the pistol within a foot of his head, and then appointed one of the surgeons to examine U. S. fruitless tree of " the Union as it was,” and The clouds of practical atheism were settling Levi. The steamer was lying on the river when
refuse their permission, and wives, whose hus
again on the other side of his head, both balls pensioners in this State. It is a good appoint there, one on the limbless tree of "State Rights,” down on the nation’s mind and heart, when, to thirty-five guerrillas during Wednesday night
bands only wait an encouraging word from them,
and still another perched on the decaying stub vindicate Himself He came down from the Heav appeared on the opposite side, thirteen of whom
ment.
remaining in his head.
should bear in mind that their country has a
of "Nigger war,” but they were all keeping sen en, and, almost in person, celebrated the 4th crossed in a skiff and took possession of the
H orse R ailroad . Ai Staples, of Augusta, has
right to expect that they too should bo willing to
try over that "Southern Carcass; ’’but their rest of July at Vicksburg, at Gettysburg and Port boat, capturing Gen. Scammon and forty sol
O rdination . Rev. A. L. P ark was ordained a petition in the Legislature, praying for a char
make some sacrifice.
ing
places are now taken down, and placed where Hudson. And it seems to me that the same diers and officers, all of whom were asleep.
and installed pastor of the first Congregational ter for a horse railroad from Augusta to GardiProvidence, in thc recognition of New England’s The rebels afterwards burned the boat. A ll on
It should be borne in mind that the more men Church and society in this city, on Tuesday eve
no such human vulture’s eye can see them.
Christian character and Christian patriotism, board were paioled, excepting Gen. Scammon
the Government has, and the sooner it has them,
The
6th
of
March
to
them,
has
now
no
pleasant
ning, Feb. 2d. A large audience was present to
selected as the chief instrument in that fight of and three other officers. The prisoners mount
the sooner will the war be drawn to a close witness the ceremonies.
ESf The weather the past week has actually memories, and “ when this cruel war is over,”
Gettysburg the darling officer of New England — ed and set off for the interior. Our forces have
Let the South know that there can be no hope for
Baltimore
with
many
other
cities
will
have
The Ordination Sermon—an excellent produc been too warm for comfort—in winter.
the Christian, the Patriot, the soldier and the started in pursuit.
it, and it will see the folly of continuing tlie war.
learned a lesson, the fruit of which, though bit
tion—was delivered by Prof. Whittlesey of BowHero, Gen Howard of Maine. (Great applause
F o r t r e s s M o n r o e , 5 d.
Give the Government willing men enough to ren
sg f Pedestrians, who wish to try the luxury ter to us, shall nourish succeeding generations. followed by three cheers for tho General )
doin College. The Ordination Prayer was mad^
The steamer S. R Spaulding arrived this
der the next campaign an overwhelming one, and
P
i
p
.
When not long after ho returned to Maine, it forenoon with 21 rebel prisoners from Newbern.
by Rev. Mr. Dinsmore of Winslow. The vener ofa dry sidewalk, can find one on High street.
the days of the rebellion are shortly numbered.
was my good fortune to associate with him for — The Spaulding brought the steamer Thomas
able Father Thurston, of Litchfield, gave the
To the Home Journal.
some time in addressing the people of Maine Scott in tow, she being disabled.
itlninc illattcvs.
C o r ruption . We get terribly amused often at Charge to the Pastor, and Rev. Mr. Adams, of
Virginia—Now and then.
upon national affairs. Upon one occasion he
General Butler has received the following:
Pittston,
the
Charge
to
the
People.
The
Right
reading the accounts in the Democratic papers of
addressed a crowd of some eight or ten thousand
To write of Virginia, the home of Washington,
On the 26th ult. Gen. Palmer sent out an
Hand
of
Fellowship
was
gr
en
by
Rev.
Mr.
Mc
the awful corruption of the various officers of
A man who has called himself John Fisher, at Bangor late in the evening; and as he stood expedition to capture a force of rebel cavalry in
the State with others that presents a history to
the Government, from the President down to the Kenzie of Augusta, who made a beautiful and
was found dead in the woods near Biddeford on there speaking, that sleeve became unpinned, Jones and Onslow counties, N. C. They suc
admire, associated with which are the memories
Tuesday last. Tho name of John Williams and waived in the air. There was a Penobscot ceeded in routing the enemy, captured 25 men
tide-waiter. ’Tis perfectly astonishing how all touching address to the recipient.
of this nation’s childhood, the clustering recol
The
choir
connected
with
the
church
furnished
was marked with India ink upon his arm, with boy present whose name I need not call, who with their horses and equipments, destroyed
the rascals get into the Republican party, and
lections of maturer years, engraven as they were an American eagle and strains upon his hands.
sometimes indulges in poetry. That spectacle 150,000 to 200,000 pounds of beef— also cap
all the honest men remain with the copperheads. in an admirable manner, suitable music /o r the
by the stern hand of suffering, would require [Port. Press.
fired him up, and almost while the General was tured several mules, horses, &c.
What strikes us as the queerest of the whole occasion.
speaking, that boy composed the lines that are
Mr. Park is a man of talent and fine literary more than the few fleeting moments allotted me.
On the 27th Capt. Cady of the 24th N. Y.
matter, is that their editors who are 60 much ex
Tbe
Somerset
Farmer
says
Matthew
Allen,
To speak of her ns she may be seen to-day with
called for and which I will give.
Battery proceeded with his command to Tysell
ercised about the dishonesty of others are in nine attainments, and we wish him a long and success loyal eyes, and listen to what our pretended dis a brakeman on the Portland & Kennebec road,
Mr Barker then recited the following poem, county, N . C., where they captured five men
#
,cases out of ten run-down politicians, blacklegs, ful pastorate with this charge.
loyal ears may learn of our enemies, who have was seriously if not fatally injured by being which was followed by applause and a round of who have been guilty of a series of robberies,
knocked off the up-train on Tuesday afternoon hearty cheers.
.defaulters, or so dishonest that their own friends
two confederate officers, and 1000 sheep.
E arly W ild F low ers . We have had a twig of sworn to "support, protect and defend the Con last. As the train was nearing a bridge in
WOy.ld not tr(ust them for a peck of potatoes. The
THE EMPTY SLEEVE.
stitution
and
Government
of
the
United
States,
There is a large rebel force at Kinston, prob
Wicopy
(
Dirca
Palustris)
in
a
bottle
of
water
Richmond,
he
was
on
the
engine
looking
back
chief pf,tlie accusers of our corrupt Government,
By the moon’s pale light to this gazing throng,
against all enemies whether domestic or foreign,” in such a position that his head struck the
ably anticipating an attack.
standing
in
our
sitting-room,
for
about
a
month
Let
me
tell
one
tale,
let
me
sing
one
song
;
and most zealous ferreter of its misdeeds is the
General Wistar recently sent out a forco
’Tis a tale devoid of an aim or plan,
shall be but briefly recited here.
bridge, knocking him some distance from the
’Tis a simple song ofa one armed man ;
immaculate Bennett of that ultra virtuous sheet past. We have watched the buds very patient
from Williamsburg to tbe Twelve Mile Ordinary
After suffering a few days the enjoyment of track and against some rails.
Till this very hour I could ne’er believe,
ly
week
after
week
as
they
have
shoved
out
the New York Herald. What Bennett says must
What a tell-tale thing is an Empty Sleeve—
and broke up a camp of rebel scouts, captured
their woolly heads, and on Sunday one of the sight-seeing, to say nothing of what you hear in
What a weird queer thing is an Empty Sleeve.
S o l d ie r D r o w n e d . Mr. William Gulliver,
be true ; and on the principle of "set a rogue to
eight horses, eight rifles, and a quantity of pro
Washington, which is a mere refrain of "shoul
It tells in a silent tone to all,
visions and two prisoners and returned with one
catch a rogue” no man is better fitted to hunt up delicate little blossoms made its appearance. Now der straps” with here and there a "star,” you a private in Co. I, 30th Regiment of Veterans,
Of a country’s needs and a country’s call,
was drowned last week while going on board the
we have several, and soon our miniature rootless
Of a kiss and a tear for child and wife,
man wounded.
rascals than he.
And s hurried march for a nation’s life;
tree will be covered with them—a living evidence will feel like availing yourself of the privileges steamer Merrimac, at Galt’s Wharf. Ho fell
From Newbern, N. C.
What
a
tell-tale
thing
is
an
Empty
Sleeve_
and immunities that a "Pass by command of Maj. from the plank, striking the vessel, which ren
What a wtird, queer thing is an Empty Sleeve.
Gardiner has a nuisance, according to the of the virtue of water. We believe we had tha Gen. Augur” and the clemency of the mud will dered him senseless, aud thence into the water,
Rebel
Investment
o f the City — Capture o f the
It tells of a battle-field of gore,
Home Journal. It is a paper mill—about the first wild flower of the season, though Mr. Rog
Underwriter— Rebels Moving on Washing
Of the sabre.’s clash—of the cannon’s roar_
sinking
immediately.
Every
effort
was
made
allow
you—to
step
across
the
Potomac,
on
that
Only enterprising establishment in that city, we ers is but a little behind us.
Of the deadly charge—of the bugle’s note—
ton and Plymouth— Capture o f Newport.
"sacred soil” made sacred by the heroic martyr to recover the body, but without avail, as the
Of a gurgling sound in a foeraan’s throat—
believe. [Lewiston Falls Journal.
Of the whizzing grape—of the fiery shell—
tide was setting out strongly at the time.
F ortress M o n r o e , Feb. 5.
dom
of
our
sons
and
brothers.
the Journal is always as felicitous in its
Of a scene that rivals the scenes of hell.
The failings of good men are commonly more
The 6teamcr Washington Irving arrived last
Till this very hour who would ere believe
By pre-eminence wc must speak of our admira
statements and extracts from other papers as in published in the world, than their good deeds ;
H ospital S to r e s f o r t h e 30 tii M aine . It
What a tell-tale thing is an Empty Sleeve—
evening from Newbern, N. C., with despatches
What a weird, queer thing is an Empty Sleeve.
the above, it must be a very valuable .paper. In and one fault ofa well deserving man will meet tion of the Soldier. To us who, amid a super having been intimated to the Ladies’ Sanitary
to Gen. Butler.
with
more
rffproachfes
that
all
his
virtues
praise.
Though it tells of a myriad wounds and scars,
fluity of home-comforts, and varied "fare,” the Committee of this city, on Saturday, that the
the first place the Home Journal didn’t say a
On the morning of the 1st, just before the
Let it point to a time when the stripes and stars,
[Exchange.
seeming privations of a soldier’s life strikes us 30th Maine Regiment would leave Augusta
word about the paper mills—only published
In God’s chosen time shall take
break
of day, the rebels made an assault on tho
That’s so, as we know from personal experi as undesirable ; but when seated with them—and without such suitable supplies as were needed
Each place of that rag with the rattlesnake,
short communication. In tho second place Gardi
outposts at Bachelor’s Creek, eight miles from
And it points to a time when that flag shall wave
ence.
O’er aland where there breathes no cowering slave.
ner has a greater variety of "enterprising estab
they have no reserve—they tell you their priva for Hospital stores, they went to the work at
Newbern, which after a desperate struggle, they
To the top of the skies will you all then heave
lishments” in.the way of manufactures than any
carried, capturing 70 of our men and officers.
One proud huzza for the Empty Sleeve;
ggp* J. D. White, R. E. Johnson, Wm. Rafter, tions are in1‘long inarches” and thus you learn once, and Saturday night put up two large
For this one-armed man with the Emjity Sleeve.
One company of the 1st North Carolina white
other town or city in the State. If our Lewiston J. S. Wilson, R. S. Maxcy, and Capt. Geo. W. distinctly—their loyalty. Nowhere did a soldier boxes, one of them containing jellies and other
necessaries in case of sickness, and the other
Gen. Howard responded as follows :
volunteers and a section of Angell’s battery, in
namesake don’t apologize for that slander on us Smith have been appointed by the Recruiting give utterance by intimation even, to a disloyal
containing quilts, flannel and cotton shirt
Praise is always grateful, and it is particularly all about 300 or 400 men, are reported to be in
&nd our city, we will get aboard of Golder’s stage Committee of tho city Council a committee to sentiment, and always evinced the feeling of "no
drawers, towels, handkerchiefs, pillow-slips so when it comes from such men and such hearts. possession of the Block House, about nine miles
and go over and trounce its editor.
assist them, lt is just equally divided between fault finding.” Their tried patriotism excites in sacks, slippers, dressing-gowns, bandages, lint
I appreciate the position io which you place me, from Newbern, surrounded by the enemy, and
Democrats and Republicans, and we think it an every reflecting mind, no enviable comparison &c., &c. These boxes were sent on board the and I trust that God will enable mo to do my holding their ground against vastly superior
A. R. S mall, the gallant Adjutant of the 16th excellent Committee. With Buch a Committee with that class of Coppery sneaks, mostly found steamer yesterday.
Truly the ladies of our duty faithfully, that I may bo a faithful repre numbers. They will, it is stated, be able to
Maine, returned to his Regiment on Monday, af at work we may reasonably expect to see our in New York and New England. Of the officers city are full of good works, like Dorcas of old sentative of such men, such principles and such hold out several days. A force of our cavalry
in our army, usually urbane and gentlemanly, (jjortland Press.
|quota soon filled.
ter a furlough of a fortnight.
sentiments.
started out this morning to their relief, but were

10nu fmtnuil.

repulsed in sight of Fort Totten and driven rifles are manufactured in part of the buildin°s
baok. The rebels are in sight of the city, an 1 saved.
Tho Company have a large contract from the
can bo seen from Fort Totten by the naked eye
manceuvcring their troops. Our forces are rest Government for rifles, this portion of tho works
ing on their arms day and night, waiting for the will continue, giving employment to 700 or 800
attack on the city. The fire companies, togeth men.
The stock of pistols and rifles completed and
er with the white and black citizens, are also
under arms, calmly awaiting tho approach of in process of completion, for the market, des
tho rebels. Fort Gaston, on tlie south bank of troyed by this fire, were valued at $ 1 ,000,000
tho Trent river, still hoMd out manfully. The Tho machinery destroyed by the fire cost more
rebels have established a picket station at the than $500,000.
The whole loss is estimated at $2 000,000.
poor bouse, within rifle shot of Fort lo ’.ten, and
Tho whole insurance on tho property was
within bailing distance of the city.
This morning, Tuesday 2d inst., at 3 o’clock, $750,000, of which about GO per cent, was on
the enemy in barges, boarded the gunboat Un the property dsetioyed.
About 900 men are thrown out of employ
derwriter, which covered a porti n of our forti
fications between Fort Anderson and Fort Stev- ment.
egs, and after a terrible strugelo she was cap
T he L ondon T imes . The W o w in g ndvertured with ber officers and a large number of t sement appears in a late number of the Lo idun
her crew. Fortunately the Underwriter was Times .
aground, and this alone saved her from being
“Jane, your absence will ru'n all — think of
carried off by the rebels who hoarded her, and
your husband, your parents, your children, all
who numbered some 250 officers and sailors
of whom have had colds. Return— all may yet
from Savannah, Ga., from whence they brought
be well— happy. At any rate, enclose the key
their barges by the railroad. Tlie rebels being
of the cupboard where W arren’s Cougu B al
unable to move the Underwriter from her posi sam is.
tion, set her on fire, and the flames soon commu
V aluable for the S oldier Brown s Bron
nicating to bor magazine she was blown into
chial Troches will be found invaluable to the
fragments.
Soldier in camp, exposed to sudden changes,—
N ewbern, N . Q., Feb. 2 — 4 P M.
Nearly two thirds of the crew of tho Under affording prompt relief in cases of coughs, colds,
writer are safe. Acting Master Allen and all etc. For Officers and those who over-tax the
the officers of tbe boat, except the 31 Assistant voice, they are useful in relieving Iriitated
Engineer, are captured. Allen and a large num Throats, and will render articulation easy. As

H a c k a n d L iv e r y
A cco m m o d a tio n ,

S T A T E OF M A I N E .

UtifttChef DIX

(JjrfiA WILL EE FOREEITED HY

D I o w a d L a y s
It is very common to hear the following remarks :

if failing to cure In less time tharf
physician, more effectually and permanently, witli less restfSiiitfrotn
occupafion and fear of exposure in all weather, ttrilW
pleasant medicines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial affections; Eruptions and all Diseases of the Skin;
Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body; Pimples on the Face;
Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitution and othev
Weaknesses in Youth, and tlie more advanced, at all ages, of

I wish / bad.

AT THE-----

Gardiner H otel Stable,
where may be found the best Turnouts in the State. ItacU in
readiness at all hours.
4tf
A. S. PEASE, Proprietor.

N O T IC E .

TT7IIEREAS, Francis PI hromer, minor, an apprentice to me
»' by indenture from the selectmen of the town of Whitefleld,
dated June 8th, 1854. has left me and mine, before tlie expira
tion of his apprenticeship, without any reasonable cause, and
*
HEAD QUARTERS,
)
keeps himself away from me, I hereby give public notice that
Adjutant General's Office, v said indenture has been broken on tlie part of said apprentice,
Augusta, February 2, 1804. )
in that he keeps himself out of my reach and entirely away
GENERAL ORDER, No. 0.
from me and my premises against my desire and will, nnd that
1 shall jiay no bills or charges on his account, as I have provi
The Commander-in-Chief orders and directs:
1st. That all enlistments after this date, and assignments of ded a suitable home for him at my house in said Whitefleld.
EMULOUS BROOKIN S.
meu heretofore enlisted, now unassigned, on the books of tliis
Whitefleld, January 2d, 1864.
*3w0
office, or the records of the several Provost Marshals, shall he
to the credit of the places of residence (if in tliis State,) of the
volunteers respectively.
21. Vnticipated action of the Legislature will provide for
the payment of all bounties other than those of the General
Government, from the State Treasury to the soldier in person,
at the designated places of rendevous. This course will protect
the soldier’s rights, without the intervention of brokers or
agents, whose interf-rence will be wholly discountenanced.
3.1. Municipal authorities of cities, towns and plantations
should forthwith assume the control of enlistments for deficien
cies and for present call, except so far as the- same are ^pro
gressing in tlie hands of persons specially appointed by the
Commander-in-Chief to recruit for organizations in
lie
4th. Men re-enlisting in the field, as also reerjiils for all
other organizations, may rely upon receiving $300 cash boui ty in hand, in addition to that provided by tlie Government of
tlie United States.
5th. Although quotas for this call are not assigned, for
want of specific instructions from the War Depan ment, twothirds of the number required under tiie call of October 17th,
1863. may be regarded as the apportionmant of each locality.
6th. Cities, Towns and Plantations will undoubtedly be pro
Dealer in all kinds nnd’stylcs of
hibited by Legislative enactment from raising money to pay
bounties, premiums or gratuities, by whatever name, to volun
teers under the present call. It is therefore expected that un B O O T S
A N D
S H O E S .
there are imitations, bz sure to obtain the gen der the new arrangement for paying bounties, municipal au New York and Boston styles, for aU seasons, may be found
thorities will studiously avoid embarrassing and delaying en
uine.
listments by attempting in any way to evade tae above prohi on my counter.
bition. Such evasion, under whatever name or pretext, will be
discountenanced by tlie Commandpr-in-Chief, and must result
THE CONFESSIONS AND EXPERIENCE
OF AN
dissstrously to the locality attempting to practice it.
(SEWED
By order of the Commander in Chief.
IN V A L ID .
Manufactured to order, in the best style. Orders promptly at
JOHN L. IIODSDOX, Adjutant. G.-neral.
Published for the benefit, and as a warning and
tended .to. Call or send to
who suffer from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay of Man
GEORGE A. L. MERRIFIELD,
hood, etc., supplying at the same time
6rn5
Main st., WATERVILLE, ME-

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
DR. L. DIN’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
2 1 F i i i l i c o i t S t r e e t . B o s t o n , M u s s ,,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other. Roe*
ollcct, the only entrance to his_Olfice is N o 2 1 . having no
connection with his resilience,-consequently no family inter*
ruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying
at his office.
DB. DIX
it cannot be contradicted, except by Quanta,
The People’s Hat Store adjoins the store of Bartlett, Ilarstow who will say or do any thing, even perjure themselves, to im
pose upon patients) that lie
& Co., and is naarly opposite the Post Office.
IS THB ONLY REGULAR CRADCATK PHYSICIAN ADVERTISING IS
BOSTON.
SIXTEEN YEARS

boldlyasserls(nni\

AMERICAN AND F O R E IG N

PATENTS.

w
hichthey

areserving,orareto com
m
issioned.

XL. H . E D D Y ,

Solicitor of Patents,
LateAgentofU-S. Pa
tfOffice,W
ashington,(underthe
Atcetno
1837,)

76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

GEORGE A. L. M ERRIF1ELD,

B O ST O N ,
an extensive practice of upwards of twenty years,
A FTER
continues to secure Patents in the United States; also in
Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats,

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well known
to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors,
Ae., that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

m
orenum
erous

To avoid and ( scape Imposition of Foreign and Native
Quacks
in Boston than other large cities,
DU. L. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and Respectable Physicians—many
of whom consult him in critical cases, because of his acknow
ledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experi
ence, practice aed observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived l>y
tbe idle boasts, misrepresentations, false promises anil preteu*
sions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special Diseased*
and still less of their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas o
Institutions or Colleges, which never existed in any part ef the
world; others exhibit Diplomas of tlie Dead, how obtained, un
known; not only assuming and advertising in names of tliesa
inserted in tlie Diplomas, but to further their impositien as
sume names of other most celebrated Physicians long since
dead Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations
of their medicines
who cannot expose or contra"
diet them; or who, besides, to further their imposition, copy
from Medical books much that is written o fth e qualities and
effects of different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics,
most of which, if not all,
contain Mercury, because of the ancient belief of its “curing
every ing,” but now known t o “killm oie than is cured,” asid
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM
MAKERS.

Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and all Papers or Draw
ber of the crew, while being conveyed away by
ings for Patents, executed on liberal terms, and with despatch.
Researches made into American or Foreign works, to deter
the enemy in a barge, seized the officer and his
mine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal
men and came safely into port.
S p e c ia lity —G en ts’ F ren ch C alf B oots, or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same.
Copies of the Claims of any Patent furnished by remitting One
It is stated that tbe rebels are also moving on
Dollar. Assignments recorded at Washington.
to Washington and Plymouth and that they are
The Agency is not only tlift.,largest in New England, but
through
it inventors have advantages of securing Patents, of
receiving large reinforcements. A ll are confi
ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpassed by, if
W
a
n
te
d
—
3
0
to
n
s
o
f
C
oarse
M
eadow
not immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered else
dent that the enemy will attempt a desperate
where. The Testimonials below given prove that none is MORE
.assault on Newbern to-niglit.
May.
SUCCESSFUL AT TIIE PATENT OFFICEthan tlie subscriber;
By one who has cured himself after being put to great expense
and
asSUCCESS ISTI1E BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND
lt is just reported that our railroad comma and injury through medical hmubug and quackery.
Inquire of
JOSEPn C. ATKINS, Jr.,
ABILITY, he would add that he has abundant reason to be
By enclosing a post-paid addressed envelope, single copies
F
akmingdalp
.
uication with Beaufort is interrupted by the may be had of the author.
lieve, and can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the
- RECEIVED AT
charges for professional services so moderate. The immense
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, Esq.,
rebels.
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has ena
Iy22
Bedford, Kings County, N. Y.
LIST OF LETTERS,
Brig- Gen. J . N- Palmer, who is now in com
bled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifications and
EM AIMING in the Post Office, Gardin
Feb. 10 1864
official decisions relative to patents.
mand, is making every exertion to receive the
K To the postage of each advertised letter one cent is added
These, besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical
T O C O N S U M P T IV E S .
by law.
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United
enemy.
The Rev. E. A. Wilson’s Remedy for Consumption, Asthma,
GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
States and Europe, render him able, beyond question, to offer
C
I
i
O
A
H
U
N
G
S
.
Latest— Tuesday eoeninsf. 7 o'clock — N ew  Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, and all Throat and Lung Affections R. F. I.owell,
superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
Rev. S. II. Worcester,
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing n#
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a pa
BLACK PLUSH BEAVERS,
port is in possession of the rebels, which cuts together with a pamphlet giving the prescription and a short Geo. Nichols, Esq.,
tent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved inventors. other remedy, lie relies upon Mercury, and gives it to all his
LADIES’ LIST.
off our communication with Beaufi rt. This al history of his case, can be obtained of
BROWN
PLUSH
BEAVERS,
patients in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum Maker, equally
Miss Carrie Davis,
Miss Hattie A. Perkins,
ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts, Specitic, Antidote,
TESTIMONIALS.
ii. ii. i i a y ,
so gives thc rebels the command of the approach
Mrs. Eliza B. Ilutchingson,
Mary A. Slattery.
PURPLE & BLACK PLUSH BEAVERS
both relying upon its effects in during a few in a hundred, it is
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the
Druggist,
Persons
calling
for
any
of
the
above
letters,
will
please
say
trumpeted
in various ways throughout the land; but, alas!
es to Newbern by the Neuse river should they
BROWN & BLACK PLUSH BEAVERS,
practitioners, with whom I have had official inter nothing is said of the balance; some of whom die, others grow
t hey are advertised.
JOHN BERRY,
P
ortland,
course.”
CHARLES MASON,
•cross fo fortify its banks. The spirits of our
worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months and years,
LIGHT COLORED PLUSH BEAVERS,
Maimk.
Commissioner o( Patents.
until relieved or cured, if possible, by competent physicians.
men are good. The impression is that New
Send for pamplet, free of charge.
2m5
TVTEYV SPITING GOODS just received anl W IN E COLORED PLUSH BEAVERS,
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they cannot
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
bern wifi stand a long siege.
l l
for sale at
(8)
B. LAWRENCE’S.
employ a person
and
and more
BLACK GERMAN BROADCLOTHS,
Notwithstanding tlie foregoing facts are known to some Quack
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.
capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for Doctors and Nostrum Makers, yet, regardless of the lif« and
Repulse ofthe Enemy at Newhern.
them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.” health of others, there are those among them who will even
B L \C K ENGLISH BROADCLOTHS,
Thiscelebrsted T o i l e t S o a p , in such universol demand
W S H G ’S
EDMUND BURKE,
perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their pa
W asiiington , Feb. 5.
BLACK AMERICAN BROADCLOIIS,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
is made from the c h o i c e s t materials, is m i l d , and E t n o l
tients. or that it is contained in their Nostrums, so that the
V e g e t a b l e A n t i - b i l l i o u s BLACK UNION BROADCLOTHS,
The following has been received here:
“ Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applicitions, “usual fee” may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
l i e n t in its nature, f r n g r n i i t l y M ce n tcil, and extremely
on
all
but
one
of
which
patents
have
been
granted,
and
that
is
dollar,” or “fraction of it” may be obtained for the Nostrum,
Fortress Monroe, J a n ■ 2 .— lion. E. M.
G-4 MELTON CLOTHS,
Such unmistakable proof of great talent and, lt is thus that many are deceived also, and uselessly spend
P I L L S .
Stanton. Secretary of War :— A dispatch re b c n e f l c i n l in its action upon the skfn. For sale by all Drug
ability on his part leads me to recommend
inventors to ap large amounts for experiments with quackery.
Are the surest cure for DYSPEPSIA, JAUNDICE, General REPELLANT CLOTHS,
Iy6
ply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of
DR. L. DIX’3
ceived from Newbern, dated 3d inst.. says the gists and Fancy Goods Dealers.
Failure of health aud diseases arising from a deranged Liver
having the most faithful attention bestowed on their cases, and
EAGLE, LADIES’ CLOTHS,
and
Biliary organs.
charges are very moderate. Communications strictly confiden
at very reasonable charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
enemy has retired on Kinston. Newbern is re
K E N N E D Y 'S
DON’T CAVIL, BUT TRY THEM. Those who buy once buy FLANNEL, LADIES’ CLOTHS,
tial, and all may rely on him with the strictest secrecy and con
During eight months, the subscriber, in course of his large fidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of
lieved.
again.
practice, made on
applications, SIXTEEN AP any one. married or single.
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BLACK
ALL
WOOL
BEAVERS,
C.
P.
BRANCH,
Apothecary
in
Gardiner,
says
he
sells
(Signed,)
B. F. B utler, Maj. GenPEALS, EVERY ONE of which was decided in
by
more of them than of any other kind, the most of his custom
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of the United
the Commissioner of Patents.
R. H". EDDY.
The attention of the public is called to this most excellent ers buying a dollars worth at a time. MR. J. A. JACKSON, BLACK UNION BEAVERS,
States.
F ortress M onroe, Feb. 5.
Boston. Dec. 19,1863.
ly l
of all Liniments, as a perfect and speedy cure for all the aches another apothecary of, the same ptaee says he never saw a
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to Insure
The steamer Louisa Moor has arrived from and pains that flesh is heir to.
an answer.
medicine sell like them.
F o r L a d ie s’ C loaks,
Rheumatism
Address Dr. L. Dix , No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston, Mass.
MR. GEO. S. BERRY, Apothecary in Damariscotta. also
Newbern, which place she left early yesterday Is caused a stagnation of the fluids, arising from checked says,
Just received at
Coat F o u n d .
Boston. Jan. 1, 1864.
lyA
I could have sold a gross the last three months If I had
perspiration—is cured by a few bottles of Kennedy’s Rheumatic had them to seli.
morning- She brings a despatch from Gen Pal Liniment.
The owner of a coat, left at the store of the subscriber, can
*
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,
DR. ANDERSON & SON, of Bath, know the medical prop
have the same by calling for it, proving property and paying
mer to Gen. Butler, stating that the rebel forces
Sprains
erties of these Pills, an l commend them in all cases of Bilious
T H E L A D I E S . The celebrated DR. L. DIX partiofor this advertisement.
A. BRADLEY.
T Oularly
Are caused by an over.extension and a sudden re-action of the Derangements, Sick-headache, Liver complaint, Dyspepsia,
invites all ladies who need a
were retiring from before Newbern.
Gardiner, Jan. 18,1364.
3w5
muscles—are cured by a few bottles of Kennedy’s Rheumatic Piles, Ac.
adviser, to call at his Kqpms, No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston.
Liniment—equally
good
for
man
and
beast.
CHARLES
W.
BROWN,
an
Apothecary
in
Damariscotta,
Mass.,
which
they will find arranged for their special accom
From California.
N. B.
says your Pills sell remarkably fas’. ’Ti3 said they effect re.
modation.
Neuralgia
The
king
of
ail
pain,
is
caused
by
an
inflamation
of
the
nerves
markable
cures,doing
all
that
they
are
represented
to
do
in
DR.
DIX
having
devoted over twenty years to this particular
S an F rancisco, Feb. 3. The steamer Amer
—is instantly cured by a few applications of Kennedy’s Rheu the book of directions which accompanies them gratis.
branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it ia
C L O A K S
ica sailed for Panama to-day, carrying a large matic Liniment.
MR. SAMUEL LANE, Proprietor of the Kennebec House,
now conceded by all, (both in this country and in Europe) that
he excels all other known practitioners in the safe, speedy arid
Ganliner, says : —“ Dr. Wing, your Pills have cured me of
Pleurisy
number of passengers.
C U T
effectual treatment of all female complaints.
Dyspepsia and Jaundice.”
Is
an
inflammation
of
the
lining
of
the
ribs—is
cured
by
a
few
Steamer St. Louis also sailed for Panama, bottles of Kennedy’s Rheumatic Liniment.
The book “ Medical Treatment” should be in every family.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of re
moving all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural sup.
It Is gratis with the Pills.
crowded with passengers. She also takes out
iu
la
te
st
sty
le
s,
Bruises
pressions,
enlargement of tlie Womb, also, all discharges which
I
have
sold
more
of
Wing’s
Pills
of
1
ite
than
of
all
other
Are caused by a sudden pressure of the flesh and smashing ov
flow from a morbid state of tlie blood. The Doctor is dow fully
$945,000 in treasure for England and $ 4 0 7 ,0 0 0 tlie
tissues—is instantly relieved by Kennedy’s Rheumatic Line kinds. From what I know of them, and learn from the many
FROM
prepared
to
treat, in his peculir style, both medically and sur
who
use
them,
I
have
reason
to
consider
them
every
way
imeut.
for New York.
gically, all diseases of the female sex, and they are respectfully
worthy of public confidence.
Cramp
PniLUP
A.
B
r
ig
g
s
,
Druggist,
Auburn,
Me.
invited
to
call
at
O
ar
C
lo
th
s
In addition to regular shipments of treasure Is a contraction of the muscles,
caused by a sudden stoppage
2 1 E i i ilic a lt S i r e d . B o s t o n .
by tbe bankers to-day, tbe Sub-Treasurer sent of the nervous fluid, which prevents animal life having a free Feb. 11, 1862.
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flow—is cured by a few applications of Kennedy’s Rheumatic
G R A T IS!
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure
S2,000,000 in gold ou government account. Liniment.
Mr. Charles White, a respectable citizen trader, of Rich
an answer.
mend, Maine, says : “ A man from out of town called on me
Colic
And manufactured to order
Boston, Jan. 1, 1S63.
The steamer America carried S20.000 making a Is caused by a neuralgiaBilious
for one box of Wing’s Pills for himself, and one box of auother
in the stomach and bowels—take
total by both steamers of $3,400,000.
teaspoonful of Kennedy's Rheumatic Liniment in warm water kind (don’t like to call names) for a lady. Through mistake I
gave him two boxes of Wing’s Pills. The lady on receiving
every half hour until cured.
N o t ic e c f F o r e c lo s u r e .
Mechanics’ Library.
the Pills, readily discovered the mistake, and protested she’d
Attempt to Release our Prisoners at Richmond.
Sore Throat and Hoarseness
The work made upon the
Whereas, Noah Aliff, by bis deed of Mortgage of August
After January 1 1864, tlie Library will be open for ladiei and
Are caused by an unnatural dryness of the glands—wet a piece not use them, as she knew nothing about them ; she wanted
N ew Y ork , Feb. 9th. The Tribune’s Fort of flannel with Kennedy’s Rheematic Liniment, apply it on going her old favorite pill. But tlie mistake could not be readily 15th, 1854, recorded in the registry of deeds for Kennebec
gentlemen on alternate Thursday evenings, at 7 o’clock.
rectified and being sick and compelled to take something, she County, hook 193, page 22S, conveyed to John Frost a certain
—on the 1st and 3d Thursday evenings ia the
G ro v fr and B a k er M a ch in es
ress Monroe despatch of the 8 th, says tbe expe to bed, and you will be well in the morning.
finally felt forced to try them, and found to her surprise that lot of land situated in Gardiner, in said County, bounded east
month.
Headache
and
Throbbing
of
the
Temples,
dition having returned, we are permitted to state are caused by a pressure from insensible perspiratiot—are cure they done her more good than any other medicine she had city by land of Robert Aliff northerly by land of F. Allen, Has taken the First Premium at every Fair in the United States
—on tlie 2d and 4th Thursday evenings ia
ever taken, and sent to me for three boxes more.’’
Esq., southerly by Spring street, and westerly by land of Wilds where it has been exhibited.
tlie month.
the following :
by a few applications of Kennedy’s Rheumatic Liniment.
For Sale by C. P. Branch, Gardiner, Me.
lyS.
to se :ure the payment of a certain sum of money therein men
The 5th Thursday evening it will be open to both.
Weakness cf the Back
tioned ; and, whereas, said mortgage was duly assigned to me
52tf
IL K. MORRELL,
Ou Saturday morning, Gon. Butler’s forces,
Follow the direction in ihe circular arouud each bottle.
hy thc said mortgagee, on the 25th day or December 1863, and Why the Grover & Baker Machine is Best.
un ler command of Brig Gen. Wister, marched
For an Ulcerated Sore Throat,
1.
It
is
more
simple,
durable,
and
less
liable
to
derange
the
conditi
ics
thereof
being
broken,
by
reason
thereof
I
claim
C o m m is s io n e r s ’ N o t ic e .
You will take one teaspoonful of the Liniment and four teaspoon
to foreclose the same, in accordance with thc provisions of the ment than others.
from Yorktown, by way of North Kent Court fuls
of water. Gargle the throat twice a day. In a few days The Subscriber having been appointed by the Judge of Probate statute in such cases made add provided.
2. lt sews from ordinary spools, and no re-winding of thread
P ic t u r e F r a m e s .
it
will
be
well.
This
one
teaspoonful
will
be
worth
a
dollar
to
is necessary.
for the County of Kennebec, Commissioners to receive and
House. The cavalry arrived at 1.30 yesterday,
Gardiner, Jan. 22d, 1864.
3w6
JAMES FOY
and Photograph Frames of all kinds may bo found
you.
decide upon the claims of Creditors against the estate of
3. It saws with equal facility all fabrics, tbe most delicate 1TJICTURE
at
45
NASI1’3 FURNITURB STORK.
at Bottom’s Bridge, ten miles from Richmond,
For Bronchitis,
Aureiius F. Snowman, late of Gardiner, in said County, de
and the heaviest, and with all kinds of thread, silk, cotton or
And all inflammation of thc throat, tonsils and palate, with a ceased represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
linen.
S o u th W in d so r
for the purpose of making a raid into Richmond, dry,
hacking cough, you will dilute the Liniment with four or months from the 25ht day of January 1864, are allowed to
4. Its seem is so strong and elastic -that it never breaks,
and endeavoring, by surprise, to liberate our five times its bulk of water, gargle the throat, and swallow the said creditors to bring in and prove the'r claims, and that they
oven or. the bias.
H I G H
S C H O O L .
W A R R E N S
will he in session at the office of Daniel Nutting, Esq., in
5. It fastens
ends of the seam by its
prisoners there. The cavalry reached the bridge moisture.
it is good for To othache, Earache, Swelled Face an Gardiner, on the third Thursday of March, May and July
Tiie Spring Term of this School will commence on
6. Its scam, though cut at every sixth stitch, remains firm,
C
O
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H
B A L S A M
at the time appointed, marching 97 miles in 1G| Inflammation of every kind. Every family should have a next at two o’clock in the afternoon of each of said days,to
and neitner
or
in its wear.
supply for the winter.
Has been found by experience to be the
7. Its seam is more plump and beautiful, and
the
M
o
n
d
a
y
,
F
e
b
.
1
5
th
.
receive and examine said claims.
hours. ;A force of infantry followed in the rear fullManufactured
by DONALD KENNEDY, Roxbury, Mass
DANIEL NUTTING ? ___
plumpness and beauty after washing better than any other.
and continue eight weeks, under the instruction of
B E ST R EM ED Y
J . 3. MITCHELL
) Commissioners.
6m37
8. Its seam can bg removed in altering garments after
for the purpose of supporting them, lt was Price 60 cents. Sold by ail Druggists.
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expected to surprise the enemy at Bottom’s
D R . T O B IA S ’
Bridge, who had only a small picket there. The ¥ .
VENETIAN LINIMENT,
surprise failed because, as the Richmond E x It cures Cholera, when first taken, in a few hours; Dysentery
aminer of to-day says, a Yankee deserter gave in hall an hour; Toothacae in five minutes. It is perfectly in
information in Richmond of the intended raid. nocent to take internally, and is recommended by tire most em
The enemy had felled a large amount of timber inent physicians in the United States. Price 25 and 50 centc.
Toxawaxda, Pa., Aug. 6, 1859.
so as to block up and obstruct the fords and
Dr. S. I. Tobias, New York. Dear Sir—I have used your Ve
make it impossible for our cavalry to pass, af netian Liraiment with great success, both as an internal as wcl;
ter remaining at the bridge from 2 till 12 AL, as an external medicine. In cases of Bilious Colic and Chol
Gen. Wister joined them with his infantry, and era Morbus I regard it as a sovereign remedy. Yodr Venetian
the whole object of the surprise having been de Horse Liniment stands unrivalled as a horse medicine amongst
WM. LEWIS,
feated, Gen. Wister returned to Williamsburg. farriers and boatmeu on this canal.
Sup’t North Branch Canal.
On his march back his rear was attacked by the
|
Office, 56 Cortlandt St., New York.
enemy, but they were repulsed without loss to V
Im6
■ i s a a Sold by all Druggists.
U3. A march by our infantry, three regiments
of whom were colorsd, of more than 80 miles,
O n o
o f
was made in 56 hours. The cavalry marched
H
u
n
iie
w
e ll’s G rea t R e m e d ie s.
over 100 miles in 50 hours. This shows that
it is possible to make a campaign in Virginia in
HUNNEWELL’S ECLECTIC PILLS.-TIIE TRUE
FORM OF A CATHARTIC.—By the application of true Med
winter.
ical Laws, both character and economy are combined in this
THE FIGHT AT MQREFIELD.
N ew Y ork, Feb. 5. Tbe Herald’s despatch most valuable Pill. To prevent putting into the stomach such
quantities of indigestible and injurious drugs usually contained in
from W estern Virginia 4th inst., says that our Pills that require from four to six to get a decent cathartic,’and
forces have overtaken tbe enemv at a ford near to prevent the
so erroneously judged to be evi
Al orcflelti, in Hardy county. The rebels evi dence of character, was the study in this development. Tlie
and never more than
Pills, set
dently intended to dispute the passage of the dose seldom exceeds
river. Our forces are in position and the ar tles the question of economy, and confidence is asked to test
their true character in
tillery has just opened.
all derangements ofthe
and
N ew Y ork, 5. The Herald has received Bowels, and as a true Family Pills. For
they arc a
the following despatch to-night :
sure cure.
••In the Field, Feb. 4 — 6 p . m - After six
O ’ For sale by all Wholesale and Retail Dealer.
JOHN L. IIUNNEW'ELL, Proprietor,
hours’ hard fighting, Col. Mulligan drove Gen.
Practical Chemist and Pharmaceutist,
Early from hlorefield, and tben sharply engaged
3w46
Boston, Mass.
Gen. Rosser on the South Fork. We have
met with a signal and brilliant success.
jH a v r f e tr .
“ In the Feld, Feb. 5. Gen. Early has been
compelled to retreat up the South Fork o f the
In China, 6th inst., Sanford C..Cotton and Julia A. D. Bab
South Branch towards the Shenandoah V alley, cock, both of China.
In
Woolwich, 7th inst., Albion K. P. Getchell, of Woolwich,
in consequeaee of the vigorous manner in which
and Miss Sarah B. Shattuck of Westport.
he has been attacked and pursued by General
K elley ’s forces- Our combinations have proved
successful iu defeating the enemy’s designs.
W ir t.
We have taken quite a number of prisoners,
and recaptured many of those taken from us.
In Brunswick, Feb: 8th, Mrs. Harriet P., wife of John Owen,
36.
Our forces drove the enemy out of Peters aged
In Westport, Feb. 7th, Ruth A. Pierce, aged 47.
In
Wayne,
4th inst., Mrs, Sarah E. Foss, aged 33.
burg.
The enemy has lost a large number of men by
desertion.
P i S B A H L 1 iS 7
Deserters continue to come in and give them
(Pupil of Manuel Emilio,)
selves up.
T e a c h e r o f P ia n o F o r te a n d O rgan M u sic ,
The occupation o f the wires with military
business precludes the possibility of sending a
age^t for
longer despatch at this time-”
MASON & HAMLIN’S CABINET ORGANS,

L.

C. M . L A W R E N C E

Gardiner, Feb. 4,1864.

¥. L.

TUITION;
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H artford,

Ct.,

T H O M A S G . H A R R I S & Co.
Wholesale Dealers in

P o sta g e R e d u c e d !!!

Vegetables, Beans, Dried Apples, Oranges, Lotnons,
Cigars,
And Commission Merchant ror the sale of all kinds of
C o u n t r y
3 t* r o d u @ ^ t
C o r n e r o f F r o n t a u d A r c h a t r e r t , B A T H IVTc,
CIIAS. A. DAVENPORT.
THOMAS G. HARRIS.
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C olt ’s A rmory B urned .

1*2,00

TOJTIIOSE WHO ARE PROMDT IN ADVANCE.

P r e m iu m s to n ew S u b sc r ib e r s.

For tlie various diseases of tha Throat and Lungs, sash aa
without picking or cutting them.
9. Watching and varying the tensions upon the threads ne
D I P H T II E R I A ,
cessary in other machines, is unnecessary in tliis. The tension
tin, Bronchitis, Conmiiuplion. Croup. Inbeing once adjusted on the Grover & Baker Machine, any Asthma
flue nzn. Plciiriwy, I’ncnmonia. or lnfla**
amount of sewing may be done without change.
illation of ihe Lungs, aud Whooping
10. It makes beautiful embroidery without any change of ar
Cough.
rangements, simply by inserting threads of suitable sizes and
In
these complaints tliis medicine has no superior, and whila
colors for this purpose. It is the
machine that
em
tlins efficacious, it is perfectly safe to administer to persons of
broiders and sews perfectly.
all ag«s. At all times of tlie year this!Balsam is found useful,
Machines furnished of the same patterns and at the same especially in the Autumn, Winter and Spring; and many Colds
price, making either the Grover & Baker stich or the shuttle and Coughs, which, if neglected, might prove fatal, may b»
CURED at once, by a few doses of this.invaluable remedy.
titch, as customers prefer.
Tlie Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being
tT. & J. T. STONE, Agents.
at once valuable as a curative, aud invaluable as ja preventive
23tf
GARDINER, ME.
# a ll diseases rf the Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
In DIPHTHERIA this Balsam has proted itself unexpected
ly efficacious. When given at the first onset of the pestilence,
E s ta to lis lio d 1 7 6 0 .
it checks it at once; and in many cases it is believed by tho##
who have taken it, to have saved their lives.
PETER L0RILLARD,
In A8TIIMA, however violent and distressing,"this Balsam
gives prompt relief.
In BRONCHITIS and PNEUMONIA, it relieves the 3iT!t»
tion, lessens the Cough, and promotes a favorable expectoration.
10 & 18 CHAMBERS ST.,
In CROUP its powers are aim st magical. Thi* insidious
disease, coming literally “like a ifjief an the night,” may be
(Formerly 42 Chambers Street, New York.)
speedily and effectually arrested by a few timely doses of this
Would call the attention of Dealers to the articles of his manu Balsam.
facture, viz:
In WIIOOPING COUGH it moderates the paroxysms, pre
B R O W iV S N U F F .—Macaboy, Fine Rappee, Coarse vents the disease from assuming its severest and dangerous
form,
and shortens its c:urse.
Rappee, American Gentleman, Demigros, Pure Virginia, Nach
Every family should keep it in the horse, and thus avoid
itoches, Copenhagen.
the dangerous delay occasioned by sending out for the medicine
Y E L L O W S N U F F .—Scotch, High Toast Scotch, Irish
it is needed for immediate Use.
High Toast, or Lundyfoot, Iloney Dew Scotch, Fresh Honey when
The best recommendation for a good medicine is found in its
Dew Scotch, Fresh Scotch.
use. If the following certificates from persons who have used
CTAttentionYocalled tothe large reduction in Prices it, do not give you confidence in it, try one bottle for yourself,
of Fine-Cut Chewing and Smoking Tobaccos, which will be and you will be convinced. It wiil cost you but TWENTY-FIVE
found of a Superior Quality.
cents, and may save you as many dolhtrs in time and doctors’
bills.
T O B A C C O .
Provost Marshal’s Office, Bangor, Dee. 18,1863.
SMOKING.
FINE CUT CHEWING.
SMOKING.
:—Your Balsam for Coughs, Colds,
Long,
P. A. L., or Plain,
S. Jago.
has pr ved itself to my knowledge a valuable article. I hav#
No. 1,
Cavendish, or Sweet,
Spanish.
used it myself, and in my famllj and Department, and recamNo. 2,
Sweet Scented Oronoco,
Canaster.
mend it to the public generally.
Nos. 1 & 2 mixed, Tin Foil Cavendish,
Turkish.
ELIJAH LOW, Pro- Marshal.
Granulated.
Iyl2
We all pronounce the article
—so does our Brigade
N. B.- A circular of prices will be sent on application. 12
Surgeon, Dr. Lyman, of Boston, to whom I presented a bottia.
CHAS. W. ROBERTS, Col. Coiii’tl’g 2d Reg. Me. Vols..
*.,* Prepared and sold,,by AMBROSE WARREN, Boisoic
Druggist, No. 1, Granite Block, East Market Square, Bangor
S A P O N I F X S B ,
Me.
For sale by C. A. J. D. White and J. A. J acksox, Gardi
ner, and by druggists throughout the State.
proper instruction,

Notwithstanding the cost of Reprinting, these Periodicals hare
more than doubled in onsequencce of the
rise in
the price of Paper, and of a general advance in all other ex
penses—and notwithstanding other publishers are reducing
ihe size or increasing the price of their publicati ms, we shall
continue for the year 1S64, to furnish ours
as here,
tofore, at t he old rates, viz.
The members of thc Kennebec Log Driving Company are
1.
hereby notified that the annual meeting of said Company will
THE LONDON QUARTERLY (Conservative).
be held at the City Ilall. in Gardiner, on Thursday tlie 3d day
2.
of March, 1864, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for the following
purposes, viz :
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, (Whig-)
1st To Choose a moderator.
3.
2d, To hear the report of the Treasurer and Clerk, and take
THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW, (Free Church.) such action thereon as may be thought proper.
3d, To choose officers for the ensuing year.
4.
4th, To take such measures for driving the logs during the
THE WESTMINISTER REVIEW (Liberal.)
ensuing season, and raise such sum or sums of money for that
5
purpose as may be considered necessary.
5th, To act on any other business that may be considered
BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE (Tory) necessary.
TERM.S
D. C. PALMER, Clerk ofthe K. L. D. Company.
Por AnmGardiner, Feb. 2,1864.
4w7
$3,00
For axy one of the four Reviews
6,00
For any two of the four Reviews
7.00 KENNEBEC COUNT
For any three of the four Reviews
1864.
8.00
For all four of the Reviews
l l e n p . s n o w m a n , widow of a u r e l i u s p . s n o w m a n ,
3.00
For Blackwood’s Magazine
late
of
Gardiner,
in
said
County,
deceased,
having presen
6.00
For Blackwood and one Review
7.00 ted her application for allowance out of ,the personal estate of
For Blackwood and two Reviews
said
deceased.
9.00
For Blackwood and three Reviews
10,00
Por Blackwood and the four Reviews
That notice thereof be given, three weeks succes
sively, in the Home Journal, printed in Gardiner, in said
PO STAG E.
County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate
The postage to all parts of the United S-ates is now o n l y Court to be held at Augusta, on the fourth Monday of Febru
F i f t y - s i x C e n t s n Y e a r f o r t li e w h o l e F i r e P u b  ary next, and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
l i c a t i o n s ! vix .—twenty-four cents a year for Blackwood said petition should not be granted.
and o n l y E ig h t C e n t s a Y e a r f o r a R e v i e w . P os
H. K. BAKER, Judge.
tage is payable at the office where the numbers are receivedA true copy—Attest:
J. BURTON, Register.
3w7
P R E M IU M S .
New Subscribers to any two of the Periodcals for 1864, will
receive
their choice of any
of the four Re
views for 1863. Subscribers to all five will receive their cheice
-P O R T L A N D & K E N N E B E C
econom y
econom y
of any
of the four Reviews for 1863. Subscribors to any
X l a i l r o a d .
or all the works for 1864, may procure any of the tour Re
Every family can make ils own Soap from waste kitchen
views for 1863, to which they may not be entitled as premiums,
W IN TER ARRANGEMENT.
grease at a cost Of only four cents per pound with Saponat $1 a year each.
On and after Monday, Nov. 9th, 1863, Passenger Trains will ificr, which is
J j- The Third Edition of the September number of Black leave daily (Sundays excepted) as follows
CT Full Directions accompany each one-pound i r o i i can.
wood, containing an article by aa English officer who was
Leave Skowhegan for Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Portland
present at the J B a ttlc o f G e t t y s b u r g ' s now ready— Boston
and Lowell, at 8.35 A. M.
NOTICE.
price 25 cents.
Leave Gardiner for Bath, Portland, Boston and Lowell at
Remittances and communications should be addresssd to
The genuine Saponiflcr is only put up in 1-lb ii-oH cans,
11.09 A. M.
LEONARD.SCOTT & CO., Publishers.
by the
•
Leave Portland for Bath, Gardiner, Augusta and Skowhegan
No. 38 Walker Street, bet. Broadway and Church St:.
at 1.00 P. M.
PENNSYLVANIA SALT-MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Freight Trains leave Portland and Skowhegan daily.
Patentees a'nd sole manufacturers.
We also publish the
B. II. CUSHMAN, Sup’t.
Beware of counterfeits ! Be sure you buy the i rt»n cod ! _r~|
Kennebec Cot-XTY....^f
5mis4S
For sale by
By Henry Stephens, of Edinburgh, and the late J. P. Norton,
1864
of Yale College, 2 vols. Royal Octavo, 1600 pages and numer
TERY HODGDON, Guardian of BENJAMINS. IIODQDON,
J . &. J. T. STONE.
ous Engravings.
EDWARD J. HODGDON, and BETSEY F. IiODGDON,
having presented his second account oi Guardianship of said
Price 86, for the two volumes! By Mail $72
Wards for allowance,
"VrOTICE is herby given that the subscriber has been duly
L . S C O T T & C o.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all persons inter T \ appointed Administratrix on the estate of
ested , by publishing a copy of this order three weeks success
AURELIUS F. SNOWMAN, late of Gardiner,
ively in the Gardiner Home Journal printed at Gardiner that in the County of Kennebec, deceased, intestate, and has under
ALSO
they may appear at a Probate Court tc be held at Augusta, in taken that trust by giving bond as the law directs: All per
P IA N O F O R T E S F O R SA L E .
said County, on the fourth Monday of February next, and show sons, therefore, having demands against the estate of said de
IUST received, and for sale cheap, at
cause, if any, why the same should not be allowed.
B. LAWRENCE’SGardiner, Feb. 10, 1864.
*3w8
41
ceased are desired to exhibit the same for settlement; and all
H .K . BAKER, Julge,
indebted to said estate are requested to make immediate pay
A true Copy,
EW lot of White and Checkered Straw Matting, all widthl
HE Celebrated “ BON TON” Skirt, ju st received nt the Ladies
ment10
ELLEN P. SNOWMAN.
CHADWICK'S.
Attest.
J. BURTON, Register.
3w7.
53
27
January 11, 1864.
Zno
Baaaar and IIoop Skirt Depot.

XT

5tb. One half of the factory of the C olt’s Fire-,
arms Company was destroyed by fire this morn
ing. In the buildings destroyed, Colt’s pistols
and revolving rifles were manufactured. U. S .j

Primary
Intermediate
Common English
High

BLACKW OOD'S MAGAZINE.
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A CARD.
I take this method of returning my sinoero tean’ss to a small
portion of my particular friends for the interest the;- have take#*
in circulating a report that I keep a rum-shop, pud sell intoxi
cating liquors. Now there is in the moral city of Gardiner as
in other places, a certain class of people who make it their ea
siness to attend to other people’s business ard neglect their
own, if they have apy, and to that class I will say, that 1 keep
or sell no strong liquors, and the report they have mad f»
base fabrication, a right down falsehood, and a barefaced lie.
My saloon is open to any one who would like to inspect it, and
s am perfectly willing that if they find any liquors, that they
hall be confiscated to the City autnorities, and the proc#ods
given to those who make reports that have no foundation,
sponge their living out of those who try to make en ho;.;~st
livelihood.
C. T. SOHiSg,
Gardiner, Jan. 11, 1864.
4ff
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KFxsbbec Codxty . . . A

1864.
VOAII WOODS and AIITEMAS LIBBEY, trustees under th#
last will and testament of
PETER GRANT, late of Fanaingdale,
in said County, deceased, having presented their first account
for allowance:
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all per?—is int*re; ‘ed, by publishing a copy of this order three weeks *ucc?- riTely in the Home Journal, printed at Gardiner, that *hey may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Augusta, in said Counta, on the second Monday of February next, and show canst, if
any, why the same should not be allowed.
II. K. BAKER, Judg-"
A true Copy.
Attest": J. BURTON, Register.
3w|
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Is publishede vet yT hursday Morning.at
G A R D I N E R , MAINE.

North American Fire Insureancc Co.,

—Dealers ix—

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

West India Goods, Ship Stores,

Cash CapitaT7f300,000.]

T o th e L a d ie s o f A m erica.

S p o o r ’s

S a r n b u c i W in ®

PURE AND FOUR YEAR3 OLD,
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Choice Oporto Grape,

FOR PHYSICIAN'S’ USE.
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,
“ BITE BIGGER, BILLY.”
Officein R. E. Johnson's Block, 34j WaterStreet, direct!y
A. F. HASTINGS, President.
Drug Store.
For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalid
One day a gentleman saw two boys going along over L. D. Cooke k
Cordage,
Naval
Stores
and
Oakum,
T erms—One Dollarand Fifty Cents per year in advance;
W. C. HASTINGS, Secretary.
ALSO,
one of the streets in New York. They were Two Dollars per year, if not paid in advance.
Club T erms—Five copies one year, $6.00; Ten copies one
barefooted. Their clothes were ragged and dirty, year, $10 00, and one to getter-up of club. Club payments to A m e r i c a n & P e r u v i a n G u a n o , POLICIES ISSUED AND LOSSES ADJUSTED BY
D R . JX O . L. LYON’S.
made invariably in advance.
BARKER A. NEAL, Agent,
and tied together by pieces of string. One of the bePapers
sent until ordered to be discontinued, and arrearages
BO
N
E
DUST,
POUDRETTE,
G
A
R
D
IN
E
R
,
M
E
.
boys was perfectly happy over a half withered are paid. Advertisements not ordered for a specified time,
will be continued till forbidden.
Superphosphate of Lime, &c.
bunch of flowers which he had just picked up in IirA ny person sending the names of four subscribers, with
s s e t s .
JUNE 1, 1S62.
COAL, WOOD, ICE and GROCERIES delivered in anv part
the street. “ I say, Billy,” said he to his com $ 6 in advance,sliailreceive a fifth copy one year, free.
,
of the city.
$17,305«1
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,
The highest market piice paid for country produce in Cash Interest accrued, Premiums due, &c,
panion, “ wasn’t somebody real good to drop
1,497.91
or goods.
Loans secured by Bunk Stocks and Bond and Moi tthese ’ere posies just where I could find them—
J K. OSGOOD,
19,659.70 i
W. W. Bradstreet.
Geo. C. Morrell.
U.
SvOhio, Michigan and Hartford City Bonds, at
they’re so pooty and nice? Look sharp, Billy; Auctioneer, Commission. Merchant and Appraiser. Gardiner, April 7, 1862.
16tf
It is impossible to enjoy the bloom of health, and vivacity
54,837.50
market value,
ot spirits, unl>3ss the Menses are regular as to the time, the
inebby you’ll find something bimeby.” Presently
New York, Boston and Hartford Bank Stocks, at
2
200,207.00 quantity, and quality. When they are obstructed, nature makes
market value,
her efforts to obtain for it rome other outlet, and, unless these
the gentleman heard his merry voice again saying,
Store No. 39, W ater Streep Gariliiicr.
Hartford and New Haven, and New York Central
F A L L
F A S H I O N S ! ! !
20,781.25 efforts of nature are assisted, the patient usual Inexperiences
Rail
Road
Shares,
at
market
value,
Cash
advanced
on
consignments
6m1S
“ 0 , jolly ! Billy, if here ain’t most half a peach,
Despondency, Nervousness, and finally CONSUMPTION as
sume* its sway, and prematurely terminates a miserable life.
PARSONS & CO.
and it ain’t much dirty, neither. Cause you
Unadjusted Losses,
G. S. k G. L. ROGERS,
at the
hain’t found nothing, you may bite first.” Billy
$307,683.76
DEALERS IN
was just going to take a very little taste of it,
$300,000.00
P E O P L E ’ S IIA T S T O R E ,
Capital Stock,
V/atehes,
Clocks,
7,683.76
Surplus,
when his companion said. “ Bite bigger, B illy,
$307,683.7g
JEWELRY,
inebby we'll find another ’fore long.”
L
A
T
E
S
T
N
E
W
Y
O
R
K
S
T
Y
L
E
S
DIRECTORS.
Silver
and
Plated
Ware,
Of
What a noble heart that boy had, in spite of
A . F . H A S T IN G S , P r e sid e n t.
his rags and dirt ! He was “doing good” in the
Gentlemen’s Dress Hats!
No. 30 Cor. Main & Water Sts., GARDINER, ME.
My DROPS TO CURR Suppression of the .Menses from what
JAMES G..BOLLES, late President of the Company.
way we are speaking of. There was nobody for N . B. Wedding and Visiting Cards engraved to order. Iy20
LEON ARD CHURCH, of Geo. Ripley Co., Lowell, and late ever cause; though Care should he used that my directions,
Also a very lagre assortment and great variety of
which
accompany each bottle, should be carefully complied
President Lee Bank.
him to be kind to but his companion in poverty
S ’r c n c l i S o f t l i n t s
Every family, at this season, should use the
ALEX. II. HOLLEY, Ex-Governor of the State and President with.
The
best
Place
to
Buy
of
the
most
approved
patterns,
and
mo
st
desirable
colors
—the poor ragged boy by his side. But he was
of the Iron Bank.
SAMBUCI WINE,
JOSEPH D. WILLIAMS, Adjutant General of the State.
5
showing him all the kindness ia his power when H O O P
celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial qualities
S I v I I T T S , New shapes and colors, for Men and Boys, some as low as .75 GEORGE SEXTON, of Bolles. Sexton
as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and Sudorific, highly es
LEONARD T. WELLES, Merchant.
IS AT
he said, “ Bite bigger, Billy.” There was noth
teemed by eminent physicians, used in European and American
N e w S ty le s o f C lo th C aps.
HORATIO K. DAY, of Day, Owen & Co.
Hospitals,
and by some of the first families in Europe and
STILES
D.
SPERRY,
Treasurer
of
State
Savings
Bank,
Hartford.
ing greedy, nothing selfish about that boy. Ills
P ilK S O B S S ’
Every Variety aud Price of Boys and Children’s JAS L. HOWARD, of J. L. Howard Co.,Hartford,and Ilow
America.
Hats and Caps.
40tf.
AS A TONIC
conduct shows how even a poor ragged boy can
ard Bros, Co. Springfield.
H o o p S k ir t H^epot,
A. G. HAMMOND, President of Exchange Bank.
it has no equal, causing an appetite,and building up the sys
do good by showing kindness.
4 doors north of the Dost Office.
NELSON PALMER, of N. Palmer Co.
tem, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
Fire, Fire, Fire.
JONATHAN S. NILES, late of Niles & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
“ Bite bigger, Billy—mebby we’ll find another Ladies’ Misses' and Children’s Skirts, at wholesale and retail.
OSWIN WELLS, Tobacconist.
AS A DIURETIC,
Gardiner, May 10.
3w21
The uudersigned has taken the Agency of the
’fore long.” Who can help admiring the noble
C11AS. G. DAY, of Day, Griswold & Co., and C. G. Day & Co
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys, and Urlua
ry Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy, Gout and Rheumatic Af
heart of that poor boy? I would rather have
Piscataqua Eire Insurance Co..
LOG DRIVERS,
W. C. HASTINGS, Secretary.
by strengthening and invigorating, and restoring the system to fections.
Iy48
that boy’s kind and generous spirit than have a And others, who wear Woolen Shirts, will find an excellent as For the city of Gardiner, and the towns of Pittston. Chelsea,
E. J. BASSETT. Adjuster.
SPEER’S WINE
a healthy condition. It moderates all excess, and removes all
" mdsor and Whitefield. The above office is a good sound
sortment of plain and Fancy Shirts; also Under-shirts an
obstructions, and a speedy cure may be relied on.
monarch’s crown,upon my head without it. “ Bite Drawers, at the
stock office,
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure, from the
JA M ES M. COLSON,
juice of the Portugal Sarnbuci Grape, cultivated in Ahw Jersey
P eo p le’s H a t Store,
bigger, Billy !” think of these words if you are
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 C A P IT A L ,
recommended by chemists and physicians as possessing medi
(next door south of Bartlett, Barstow & Co.)
20
city N / m / i , m m i t p . / r i collector,
cinal
properties superior to any other wines in use, and an ex
tempted to be unkind or selfish to your compan
All paid in and well invested. Office situated In South Ber
ceDent article for ail weak and debilitated persons, and the
Office over J. Thwing’s Bookstore,
wick, Maine. All persons wishing to have risks taken are in
aged and infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
ions.
FLING k DREW,
vited to call and have their insurance effected in their own

Co.’s
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State. Farm risks solicited, as we take them at low rates.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

JOHN WEBB, Agent,
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and children.

6m33*

A LADIES’ WINE,

I could furnish any quantity of testimonials of tbe efficacy
from my own patients, but the practice of parading bought and
IIE undersigned have this day formed a copartnership un fictitious ones before the public is so prevalent I do not deem
der the firm name of A. Baker & Co., as manufacturers of it advisable. My object is to place my medicines before the
o a p :i m l C nm llcM , which they will always keep on hand, public, not alone to make money, but to do good. It is pro
and will supply.customers, at wholsale and retail, with the verbially true of the American Ladies, that not ten perfectly
healthy ones can be found in any one vicinity.
best article of either that can be found.
If you wish to keep your hands from chapping use
If you wish to save
labor and fuel, use Baker’s Superior Family Soap. It will wash
without the clothes being boiled, aud save one-third the labor
that is reqired in using common bar soap.
Let not disease destroy your constitution. Try a bottle of
:—Let the water be scalding hot. Stir in
the soap and make a suds;'then put in the clothes, and let my PERIODICAL DROPS, and you will be satisfied that I am
them soak 15 or 20 minutes. Then wash and put them into an no impostor. Tell your afflicted friend what restored the bloom
other tub of hot water and finish washing. Then rinse in Warm of health to your cheeks, and thereby confer a favor more val
water, and your clothes are ready for the lines, clean, white uable than gold. For painful or scanty Menstruation it is just
the thing. I have now in my mind an instance of a lady who
and sweet.
A. BAKER.
had been suffering from painful Menstruation two or three years,
F. 11. BAKER.
confining her to her room each time; she had applied to seve
Gardiner, Jan. 1,1863
3tf
ral eminent jvhysicians, without relief, when one bottle of my
DROPS entirely cured her.

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it contains no
DIALOGUE IN A PRINTING OFFICE.
SOAP—Soft and Hard.
Water Street,Gardiuer.
spirits or other liquors, and is admired for its rich, peculiar
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, 6m33
flavor, and nutritive properties, imparting a healthy tone to tbs
It is not alone printers and compositors who
T
C O M M ISSIO N M E R C H A N T S
digestive organs,and a blooming, soft and healthy skin and
Gentlemen’s
Furnishing
Goods.
complexion.
will enjoy the following. It is a capital and very
AND DEALERS IN
WE REFER
forcible illustration of a printing office dialogue.
PARSONS & CO.,
a few well known gentlemen and physicians who have tried tbo
All
kinds
of
Shipping
Lumber,
Wine :
Foreman of the office—Jones, what are you at
At the Pcopi i’s Hat Store,
Gen. Winfield Scott, U. S. A., | Dr. Wilson, 11th st., N.
NO. 95 COMMERCIAL STREET,
now ?
Morgan, N . Y. State,
| Dr. Ward, Newark, N. J. ’
HAVE
Dr. J. R. Chilton, N. Y. City, | Dr. Dougherty, Newark, N. J.
PORTLAND, ME.
49tf
Compositor—I’m setting “ A House on Fire;”
D^s.
Darey
and
Nicholl,
New| Dr. Marcy, New York,
’
Including everything in the way o
ark, N. J.,
j Dr. Paist, Philadelphia.
almost done !
Dr.
Parker,
N.
Y.
City.
UMBRELLAS.
(CTNone genuine without the signature cf “ ALFRED SPEER,
Foreman—What is Smith about?
Passaic, N. J,” is over the cork of each bottle.
Every variety of style and price, just opened at the
Compositor—He is engiged on a “ Horrid Mur
(10)
PARSONS & Co
O ’
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
der.”
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Ac.
FAMILY DYE COLORS.
Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Uaidiner, Sept. 22d.
,
40 H
Foreman—Finish it as quick as possible and
Office—20S Broadway, New York.
help Morse through with his telegraph. Bob,
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
U n ited S ta le s L icen sed W ar-C laim
ly9
Agent for France and Germany.
what are you trying to get up?
A g en cy .
In aimost every case.
Bob—“ A panic in the money market.” *
$100 Bounty Money, Back Pay and Pensions !
Foreman—Thomas, w! at are you distributing ?
A large and elegant stock of MILLINERY
iSecuted to Soldiers and their Heirs !
GOOL8 , comprising in part
Thomas—“Prizes in tlie gift lottery.”
GLASSES, CHAIRS. &C*,
But ent this out and send it to your Druggist, and if he has LOOKING
Foreman—Stop that and take hold of “Run
Dress Caps, Head-Dresses,
not got it, make him buy it for you; or, it may be obtaiued of
PRIZE MONEY
A T T H E O LD STA N D . ‘
the
General
Agents
for
the
United
States.
away Horse.” Slocum, what in creation have
F o r Seamen and their Heirs !
CORNER OF BRUNSWICK AND WATER ST S.,
WORSTEDS AND INFANTS’ W0RSyou been about this last half hour?
G - a r d ia a .o r f ]M o .
C
.
G
C
L
A
R
K
&
C
O
.
,
TED
HOODS,
&c.,
LL BILLS for Board or Transportation of Recruits and of
Slocum—Justifying the “ Compromise Meas
All persons wishing for anything in the above line are in
A
Drafted Men, and all Claims against the United States Gov
Just opened at
vited to call and examine a
For Dyeing Silk, Woolen and Mixed Goods, Shawls, Scarfs,
ure,” which my sub set up.
wholesale Druggists,
ernment, promptly collected at Augusta and at Washington,
Dresses, Ribbons, Gloves, Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
•
by J. II MANLEY, No. 6 , Darby’s Block, Augusta Me.
EE.
&.
§
BESTS-!
&
C
O
.
’S
.
,
Foreman—You chap on the stool there ; what
Kid Cloves, Children’s Clothing, and all kinds
New Stock for Full k Winter Trade,
R bffeukXCes.—lion. Samuel Cony, Hon. James G. Blaine,
NEW IIAVEN, CONN.
cf Wearing Apparel.
>1. C., Col Geo. W. Stanley, Pres. State Bank.
arc you on no%v ?
where they may be sure of finding a good assortment, at the
Augusta,
Sept..
1863.
42tf.
For
sale
by
all
respectable
Druggists.
Price
$1
per
bottle.
5S^“A S A V I N G O F 8 0 P E R C E N T . ^ I
lowest prices.
Where ALL WORK intrusted to our care wil] be done in the
Chap on the stool—On tho.“ Table” that you For 25 cents you can color as many goods as would other
The most of my goods are manufactured by myself, and hav
Prepared by JNO. L. LYON,JM. D.
ing the best of facilities for doing so, I
wise cost five times that sum. Various shades can be produced
gave me.
G
en
tlem
en
’s
F
u
r
n
ish
in
g
G
oods
As some of our former patrons have been
in
from the same Dye. The process is simple, aud any one can regard to our bleaching, we would say, we
to
E rF or sale by J. A. JACKSON, Gardiner; and at Whole
Foreman—Layjjit on the table for the present; use the Dye with perfect success.
AT THE
than can be found elsewhere in the State.
send, and
goods of that kind to the BLEACHING
sale by
Directions iu English, French and German, inside of each UOI1SE in Portland.
no room for it.
package.
P E O P E S ’S H A T S T O K E ,
Sawing, Turning and Planing.
In acknowledging past favors we hope a continuance of the
Compositor—How about those “ Municipal Fcr further information in Dyeing, and giving a perfect sameGEO. E. GOODWIN & CO.,
H. A. SMITH & CO., Gardiner
done to order at the Factory on Bridge street.
sreu AS
knowledge what colors are best adapted to dye over others,
Gardiner, Oct. 15, 1863.
BOSTON.
(with many valuable recipes,) purchase Howe & Stephens’ Trea
Candidates ?”
45
JAMES N A S H .
White and Colored Shirts,
tise on Dyeing and Coloring. Sent by mail on receipt of price,
I’oreman—Run ’em in. What did you say, —
LAIN and STRIPED THI BETS, of all
10 cents. Manufactured by
Collars
of
all
kinds,
colors, at
'(41)
HOWE & STEVENS, 260 Broadway, Boston.
Don’t Buy that Hat.
Slocum ?
For sale by Druggists and Dealers generally.
6m41
Shirt Bosoms,
C h a m b er S e ts.
Before calling at the People’s Hat Store. Parsons
can
Slocum—Shall I lead these “Men of Boston ?”
not
be.
beaten,
in the way of style, quality or price.
20
\ SPLENDID lot of Chamber Sets just finished Cali and see
Under Shirts and Drawers,
Window
Shades.
£A
them
at
45
N
e
w
D
r
e
s
s
G
o
o
d
s
,
NASIl’S FURNITURE STORE.
Foreman—No ; they are solid of course.
t BEAUTIFUL LOT of Window Shades, just received from
Pocket Handkerchiefs,
RESS
manufacturer. Also Curtain Fixtures, Cards, Tassels
Compositor—Do you want a full-faced head to Spring and Summer Capes and Shawls, and the
C A Y
D Aug.
Cravats and Scarfs,
Gilt Cornices for sale cheap at
JUST RECEIVED
45
NASH’ FURNITURE STORE.
“ Jenny Lind’s family ?”
TO F E M A L E S i \ D E L IC A T E H E A L T H .
Neck Ties and Stocks,
AT J. & J. T. STORE’S.
LARGEST LOT OF WOOLEN,
Foreman—No ; Put ’em in small caps.—John
TAR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endicott Street, Bos
Socks, Gloves,
JETNAm i l t INCH COAIPASy,
1 HIE
Cotton and Wool, Hemp, White and Colored Straw MatJ/
consulted
at] diseases incident to the female
have you got up that “ Capital Joke?”
Suspenders, &c.,
system.
Womb, Fluor Albus,
ng and Stair CARPETINGS, on the Kennebec, just received
H A R T F O R D , CON N.
MESSRS.
COX
&
,
CO
,
Suppression,
and
other
Menstrual
1
Ail
purchased
under
the
old
tariff
and
wil
be
sold
at
a
less
| John—No Sir; I’m out of sorts.
*
ISI9.
on new pathological principles, and speedy
price than the same goods can now be procured at wholesale in
in a very few days. So invariably certain is the new mode of
Foreman—Well, throw in' this “Million of
Boston or New York. Don’t forget the place—People’s Hat
P IT T S T O N .
X.. G I I M O E K ,
P n itl ii|* C a p i t a l .
Store, opposite the Post Office.
33
$ 1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, aud
(Store formerly occupied by Wm. H. Moores.)
California Gold,” and when you get thro’ with it
A n sel* , J u l r 1 , 1 8 6 2 ,
2 , 4 8 8 , 1 3 8 . 1 9 the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the cure of
Keep constantly on hand a large stock of
I ’ll give you some more.
diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Woman’s Best Friend.
DIRECTORS.
FLO U R, C O RN , SH O R TS, A N D
FEED
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish to stay
Fditor—What do you want now?
J. CnuRCH,
R. Buell,
E. Flower,
Boston a few days under his treatment.
THE COG-WHEEL CLOTHES WRINGER, the most E. A. B u lk blet ,
O F A L L R IN D S ,
R. Mather,
E. G. Ripley. iu Dr.
Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attention to
Entrancett? office one door west of Cooke’s
Printer’s Devil—More copy sir,
1 perfect and only reliable wringer before the people, the S. S. Ward,
A. Dunham,
G
.
F.
D
avis,
They bring their Flour direct from the mills in the West, and
an
office practice for the cure of Private Diseases and Feraalo
rolls of which are warranted not to become loose. If they do 1). IIillyer,
Apothecary Store,
T. A. Alexander,
W. Kexey,
Editor—Have you completed that “ Eloquent will warrant every barrel sold.
Complaints,
no superior in the United Stale*.
they will be replaced without any charge to the purchaser
C. II. BrainAp.d ,
W. F. Tuttle,
Geo. Roberts, N. B.— Allacknowledge
G A R D I N E R . M e.
2 4 tf
letters must contain one dollar, or they will not be
Reference may be had of Mr. Warren Reed, Chas. II. Part T. K. Brace,
Thanksgiving Discourse?”
II. Z. Pp att.
answered.
PRESSED HAY
ridge, James Jewett, Capt. Turner.
E. G. RirLKY, Pres’t,
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 9 r. m.
T. A. Alexander,
Pres’t.
Printer's Devil—Yes, sir ; and I have just got Constantly ou hand, and for sale by the bale or cargo. Also a
All persons in want of a wringer are requested to call and
L. J. H kndkk, Sec’y,
A. A. Williams, Adjuster.
Boston, July 22,1863
ly32.
J O H N
W E B B
large and general assortment of
examine those at the store of JOHN AYEBB, as he has the
up “ A Warm Winter.”
agency of the same.
Western Branch Office, 171 Vine Street, Cincinnati 0. J.
G roceries, C rock ery, D ry G o o d s,
----- DEALER IN----B. Bennett, Manager and General Agent.
Gardiner, Aug. 5th, 1863.
6 m33
And in fact all articles used in the family. All of which will
Capt. E. P. Dorr, Buffalo, N. Y., General Superintendent
1 8 6 2 - 3 .
J ,
BOOTS, SHOES ARUBBERS,
be sold at prices which will warrant a second call.
2 tf
Inland Navigation Department.
LOOK UPWARD.
52
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Furniture,

CANirW
ILLSELLGOODSATBETTERBARGAINS

B.LAW
RENCE’S,
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INGSjustopenedattheLadies’Bazaar.
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INCORPORATED CHARTERPERPETUAL.

D E N T IS T .

Y.

NO. W
ATERSTREET,GARDINER,M
AINE,

MILK ! MILK !!

Ratesaslowasperfectsolvencyandfairprofitwillallow

In thy agony o f a troubled conscience, always
December 21, 1863.
(N ext door north of J. S. Lamhard’s Jewelry Store.)
On and after December 1, 1863, the subscriber
*will be obliged to charge
Statement for July 1, 1862.
look upward unto a gracious God to keep thy A LARGE LOT OF PLUSHES, BEA- I have just received a
ASSETS.
S
i
x
e n t s
3 P c r
Q u a r t ,
soul steady; for looking downward on thyself, at vers and 1Broadcloths, for Ladies’ Cloaks, just received Choice assortment of Boots &Shoes for milk, owingCto the
MARKET VALUE.
high price of fodder. He is grateful for
Bank
Stocks,
$952,464.00
the patronage already received, and hopes still to merit ii by
thou shalt find nothing but what will increase thy
WHICH WILL BE SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASIi;
United States and State Stocks,
745,863.16
- ntiuing to furnish them with
City
Stocks,
225.020.00
A
n
d
a
t
P
r
i
c
e
s
t
h
a
t
w
i
l
l
D
e
f
y
C
o
m
p
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
.
fear, infinite sins, good deeds few and imperfect : THE REJECTED VOLUNTEER;
J. Jl. LAKKABEE.
Railroad Bonds,
1J7,412 00
Gardiner, Nov. 20, 1S63.
3m48
Mortgage Bonds,
it is not thy faith, but God’s faithfulness thou
A TALE OF THE PRESENT WAR.
168.200.00
Purchasers invited to call and examine for themselves.
Real Estate,
87,963.18
must rely upon ; casting thine eyes downwards
Cash,
\
I
N
BLUE,
and
FIGURED
SILKS
201,215.85
BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO ORDER,
C H A R L E S T. SO M E S,
B.
LAWRENCE’S.
P
,1
(-ti)
on thyself to behold the great distance betwixt
----- OF TIIK----$2,488,138.19
enlisted in the army of the United States, and been
LI ABILITIES.
2 3 o s t S /I a t o r i a 1 .
what thou deservest and what thou desirest, is H AVING
AIN, STRIPED and FIGURED ALL
rejected by the examining surgeon at Augusta, on account
Claims,
unadjusted
and
not
yet
due,
$177,852.16
WOOL DELAINES, allcolors, at
B. LAWRENCE’S
enough to make thee giddy, stagger, and reel into of disability to serve as a United States Soldier, and other rea R E P A IR IN G D O N E A T SH O R T N O T IC E Pw
sons too numerous to mention, can be found
Gaadinee,1862.
19tf
Policies issued and renewed, Losses equit
despair : ever therefore lift up thine eyes unto
A T H I S O L D S T A N D , N o . 14 W a te r S t . ,
AIN black and figured Silks,
ably adjusted and paid by tbe undersigned, the
the hills, from whence cometh thy help, never
L
J O STORE ON THE KENNEBEC can
until farther notice, where he will be ready to serve up
(-ti)
duly authorized Agent.
exhibit
so
large
and
varied
an
assortment
of
viewing the deep dale of thy own unworthiness, O ysters at all h eu rs of th e D ay & E v en in g
Ii. A . N E A L , Agent.
Gardiner, Sept., 1862.
37tf
A N IN V IT A T IO N .
but to abate thy pride when tempted to presump, n a style that has given satisfaction to the sensible portion of as the P e o p l e ’s H a t s t o r e , and no one sells at lower
the community, for the last six years. Having used my best en prices, than
(20)
PARSONS & Co.
A . P A R S O N S respectfully invites his friends wh
tion. [Fuller.
deavors to keep a quiet and orderly Saloon, since I have been
are in want of Hats and Caps for themselves or.boys, to

JX.

CHADW
ICK'S.

PUREFRESHM
ILK.

N HATS,CAPSANDFURNISHINGGOODS,

A NEAT COMPLIMENT.
“ Ah ! Jemmy, Jemmy,” said the kind hearted
Dr. Ponsonby, Bishop of Derry, to a drunken
blacksmith, “ I am sorry to see you begibning
your evil course again ; and Jemmy, I am very
anxious to know what you intend to do with that
fine lad, your son?”
“ Intend, sir,” said Jemmy, “ to do for him
what you cannot do for your son ?”
“ Eh! eh! how’s that—how’s that?”
To which Jemmy with a burst of genuine feel
ing, said :
“ I intend to make him a better man than his
father.”
ABOUT TALK,
A preacher once said :
“ You can stop a clock at any moment, but you
cannot stop a watch. This same remark, my
brethren, applies to the stopping of the talk of a
man and a woman. He is a great, coarse, ugly
machine, but you can silence him. She is a
beautiful, fragile, jewelled thing—but she will
run on until she stops herself.”
“ Did he not make several visits after the pa
tient was out of danger?” was the question of a
lawyer in cross examination of a witness called to
p ro v e a doctor’s bill, in one of our courts a few
days ago. “ No,” replied the witness, “I thought
the patient was in danger as long as he continued
his visits.”
Prentice says girls will differ. One of them
lately broke her neck in trying to escape being
kissed, and a great many of them are ready,to
break their necks to get kissed.

in the business in Gardiner, I look to that portion of the public
who go in for good order and decuicy for support.
Just received from Boston a large and varied assortment of

Confectionery. English Walnuts, Filberts,
Castana Nuts, Peanuts &c.
€L T. B O m U S .
ardir.cr, Jan. 11, 1864.

4tf.

J. N. BROWN’S

•^Portland and New York
STEAMERS.
Semi-Weekly Lino.

Pi'
M

B.LAW
RENCE'S.

Buckskin Gloves.
Just opened at

n . A. P. having removed to the large and commodiouslBrick
Store, situated as above, keeps constantly on hand andj for
sale a well selected and excellent assortment of

FANCY

,

T ip e ih s b k a h c e
n. R. WORRELL

PANIES

BESTLIFEINSURANCECOM


A very large assortment of Buck, Calf, Goa and Kid

k

C u ltiv a to r s

D R . M A R S H A L L ’S

The People’s Hat and Cap Store,

GOODS,

Consisting of Hosiery and Gloves, Laces, Handkerchiefs, Hoop
Skirts, Hoods and Sontags, Crochet Cotton, Threads of all
kinds, Muslins of various patterns, Dress Braids; Dress, Coat
Passage, Including Fare and State Rooms, $7.00. and Alpaca Uindings, Yarns of all kinds, Magic Ruffling,
M A N G O II. M E .
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Needles, Pins. Thimbles, Sewing Silk, Ladies’ Nets, Combs and
Brushes, Toy
all descriptions, together with the usual va
O ” Comprising-all the branches of Gentlemen’s work, and Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport, and St. John.
ancy Goods Store.
Shippers arc requested to send their freight to the boats as riety found
nice Hair Cutting for Ladies and Children.
Gajdlner,
8.1S63.
46tf
Female assistacts in attendance, to wait on Gentlemen, La early as 3 P. M. on the day that they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
dies and Children.
Iy46
EMERY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
11. B. CROMWELL
Co., No. 86 West street, New Nork.
P L O U G H S ,
December 6 , I 860.
ly l
a i r D r o s s i n g
n o o m
CORNER HAMMOND AND FRANKLIN STREETS. CP STAIRS,

H

Inquire of
7tf
J. G. DONNELL.
Also, 5 Shares Cobbossee Contee BANK STOC.v for sale.

GARDINER,M
E.

and

H arrow s.

G L O V E S ,
lined and unlined.

110B IN S 0N

Buckncl

B. L A W R E N C E ’S

BEW
AREOFCOUNTERFEITSI

Ford’s Patent Ilarrew and
Cultivator,

0. W. HAMILTON, M. D„

will be sold at Auction on Stfurday Feb. 6th, 1864.
2wG
NATHAN WILLARD.

Families supplied with Homoeopathic Medicines, Books and
Cases. Trunks and Cases refilled and Medicated.
Calls attended at all hours. Office hour* from 7 to A. M
12 to 2 P.M ., and 7 to 9 P.M .
52tf

9

Toilet Soaps and Perfumery.

A

B

r o a d c l o

cf GOODS for Fall anA

till s ,

o every color and quality,

Satinets, Cashmerets, Tweeds.
D O E S K IN S , C A S S IM E R E S ,
V E S T IN G S O F T H E R IC H E S T
among which may be found

V A R IE T Y *

Plain and Fancy Silk Velvets,
Grenadines, Marseilles, Cashmeres, &e.

tr

C U STO M

W ORK.

Mr. P. flatters himself that from the long expert,*eu<;e he ha*
had in this business, qnd acquaintance with the wants of
this community, that he can offer at least as good inducement*
as any tailor on the river, lie invites all to visit his *tore.
where his goods will be cheerfully shown, and no fault found i;
no purchases are made.
43tf
Gardiner, Oct. 15,1862.

J o in e r s ,

K IT R S !

F IJK S T

Look forPARSONSifw
Ceoe.k’s.Circular,tobe
city,
out

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS,
Supplied to order.
for buildings furnished at short notice
and particular attention w ill be given to the repairing of build
ings.
Having every means at theircommand , with a determination
to faithfully and promptly execute all work intrusted to them
atreasonableprices,they respectfu llysolicita share of public
patronage.
l’ELEG S. ROBINSON.
JOHN F. MERRILL.
Gardiner, J u n e ,1860.
23

wzu«d ne»*

BEAUTIFUL assortment just received and selling at very
low prices, at the LADIES’ BAZAAR.
33

>LA-TN BROWN SILKS, at

Hack Accommodation.
The subscriber having purchased the Hack of the late Philip
Dunphy, will run a Hack regularly to the boats and cars, for
the accommodation of travellers. Orders left at his stable
will be promptly attended to.
*
tf41
II. B. BRADSTREET.

BUSINESS ENVELOPES,
N E A T L Y AND C H E A P L Y P R I N T E D AT TII K

H

o m

o

t T o u r n a l

O

f f i c e .

A lot of envelopes on hand, which will be furnished printed
cheaper than they can now he bought for in Boston.

B. LAWRENCE’S.

(41)

Plansandestim
ates

HADW
ICK'S-

House for Sale at Auction.

NO. 48 WATER ST., GARDINER,
on hand a general assortment
H ASWinter
Trade, consisting of

Would respectfully inform the citizens of Gardiner and vicin

J. W. NORTH, Jr., M. 0.

now occupied by the Subscriber, situated on Wa
T heterHouse
Street, Gardiner, opposite widow Hildreth’s. Said house

CHARLES H. PARTRIDGE,
M E R C H A N T T A l l OR,

They are opening the largest and richest Assortment of Fur
ty, that they have rebuilttheir
Goods ever offered in this
Having increased their facilities for manufacturing and re
SH O P O N B R ID G E S T R E E T ,
pairing, they will answer all orders promptly. Ladies, wh*
and have fitted it up with all the requisite machinery to wish their
Old Furs Made New,
enable them lo execute promptly and faithfully all work in«
trusted to them.
or who wish to exchange them lor a new sett, will find it great
Planing, Straight and Crooked Sawing, ly to their advantage to call ou
40tf
»
PARSONS k CO,
one at the shortest notice.

No. 62 Water Street,

A

& Winter Goods.

& M E I lllI L L ,

H o u se C a r p e n te r s &

Is agent for someof the
in the world.
■
Subscriber would inform his
Apply at the Home Journal Office for information or papers
friends and the public gener
This Snuff has thoroughly proved itself to be the best article
relating to the subject.
4tf
ally, that he still continues to
ever known for curing the Catarrh, Cold in the Head, and the
manufacture Doe’s, Hussey’s and
Headache. It has been found an excellent remedy in many
several other patterns of the best
cases of sore eyes. Deafness has been removed by its use.
N E W
G O O D S
It purges out all obstructions, strengthens the Glands, and ploughs iu use, which he will sell, at wholesale or retail, as
gives a healthy action to the parts affected. It is recommend aheap as can be bought on the Kennebec. Also,
AT
ed by many of the best physicians, and is used with great suc
cess and satisfaction everywhere.
k
More than twenty-five years’ experience has proved its
great value ; and at this moment it stands higher than ever
before.
C heap
C a sh
S to r e ,
which, for easy draft and pulverizing tee soil, cannot be beat
A fae similie of the signature of the Proprietor, Charles by any other harrow.
Bowes, is on every bottle.
_ The following is one of the many recommendations received |
Sold by druggists everywhere.
Iy40.
from persons who have used this Harrow
Just received, and for sale as cheap as at any store on the Ken
nebec River.
We the undersigned having bought and used Ford’s Patent
•
25tf
Cultivator or Harrow, feel prepared to give it our unqualified
g A L M ORALS AND B O D IC E S, (ve approval. We take pleasure in recommending it to the farm
CHAD? yen's. ing community; in our experience it has done double the amount
cheap) at
of work in the same time, and more thoroughly than anything
we have ever used.
EDWARD A. POPE.
OFFICE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY Dr. C. W. WHITMORE
JOSEPH KIMBALL.
P H Y S I C I A N ’S C A R D .
Wells, Me., Nov. 8,1859.
GARDINER, ME. ______ _____
Blacksmitliing done in all its branches.
Cambric and Muslin Edgings and Insertions.
Repairing done at short notice.
SAMUEL CUTTS.
Pittston, March, 1862.
llt f
NEW and beautiful assortment just opened at the
1 1 O M
E O P
A T
I I 1 S T
33
LADIES’ BAZAAR.
T A B I E S ’ A N D G E N T S ’ L E A T H E R M it
O F F IC E O V E R T H E P O S T O F F IC E ,
J - J tens just received at
C
GARDINER, ME.

Headache and Catarrh Snuff.

40

11

Any of the above Goods will b? sold hy the yard at the low
est prices, or manufactured into garments of every description,
in the most fashionable and neatest manner possible, and ia at
cases warrrnted to give perfect satisfaction.
Also a large assortmant of furnishing goods.
As much of Mr. Partridge’s stock was purchased before the
rise in prices, he will sell much lower than they could bq
afforded if purchased at present prices.

F orsaleorto let.

X X . A .. P I K E ,
OrrOSITE TO THE JOHNSON' HOUSE, WATER

splendid and fast steamships CHESAPEAKE, Captain
T HE
Willet, and PARKERSBURG, Captain IIoffmax, will, un
til farther notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and
SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 9, North River,
New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 3 P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations for pas
sengers, making this the most speedy, safe and comfortable
route for travellers between New Y'ork and Maine.

HOUSES and PEWS

call at the

People’s Hat Store, opposite the Post Office. 24

Ft

A ll K ind s of Goods
OR-sale at the lowest prices for cash, at
B. LAWRENCE'S

F

(«)

Observe that Big1Now Hat!
PPO SITE the Post Office.

is the sign
Oitions^ot*menatffi^boyB^may fi^ hMs^n^RcapB^dW
^eS'u
heir wants and means.

“The darkest nour precedes the daylight."

Althouch the storm of civil irarand desolation nowoverpower*
let UShope that it will soon pass away,

peace”again resume her gentle sway.
' .r,tirm, thn« who feel the pressure of the tiroes and deiir*
r ~ m i , e will do weti to call at the People’s Hat Store,
nearly oisite the Post Office, before purchasing. You will
ti.eiV finil i very large assortment of New and i ASipoSA *
HATS and CAPS, also, G entlemen’s Furnishing Guobs of Ml
descriptions, at very low prices.

a n d “ w hite-robed

